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The Connecticut & Ohio Railroad

Text by George Muller
Photos by Doug Scott

I’ve been a model railroader since I got my first train set at age 7. After a period of modeling in HO, I discovered 2-Rail O Scale at the New Haven Society of Model Engineers.

I built the Connecticut & Ohio Railroad in my Middletown, Connecticut basement between 1961 and 1985. I moved the layout from Middletown to Eastham, Massachusetts in 1996. The experience of cutting apart and moving what I thought was the ideal layout was painful.

The railroad is mostly rebuilt now. The idea of building the benchwork in sections paid off, saving me lots of time in reconstructing the layout. Of course, it doesn’t fit in my Eastham basement the same as before, so some sections were reused and others had to be completely disassembled and parts saved for new sections. The new layout is still the Connecticut & Ohio RR, but the modeled part of it is moved a little farther west by the elimination of Middletown, Connecticut which was modeled on the old layout.

Minimum radius on the main line is 48 inches, with 27 inch long easements between every curve and straight track. Most of the track is handlaid using code 172 steel rail and quarter-inch thick basswood ties. Sidings use 1/8-inch thick ties and code 125 rail. Code 148 rail was used in the Port Jervis yard. Modular sections use Atlas flex track and Roco switches. Most switches are number 6, with number 5 in the Waterbury yard, and curved switches and double slips where necessary. I run first and second generation Diesel power, with passenger equipment, and freight cars up to 89 scale feet in length.

The Layout

The Connecticut & Ohio “just grewed” like Topsy in Uncle Tom’s Cabin by necessity and to fit the available space (See Fig. 1). The Waterbury section (saved from a previous layout) was to go against the back wall, but the builder didn’t leave enough room between the wall and the outside door. After much head scratching, I decided to turn the section around and put it along the center posts. Seventeen inches had to be cut off the passenger terminal so a two foot aisle could be put in around the other end. The rest of the layout was built from salvaged track and track boards or built new.

The layout is built as a walk-around design. I follow the train using Crest radio control while operating switches and block power at local control panels.

Almost all of the track is laid, and some scenery is in. Backdrops of 1/8-inch hardboard were hung from the center beam behind Waterbury and on the other side behind Port Jervis. They were painted sky blue, along with the basement walls. Clouds were dry brushed on with white paint. A suspended ceiling was installed with fluorescent light fixtures.

I grew up around the Erie and Erie-Lackawanna Railroad near Cleveland, Ohio. My father worked there his entire career, so it has been infiltrating my Connecticut & Ohio Railroad slowly. There’s a close affiliation, like the Chesapeake & Ohio and the B&O at one time. The E-L uses the Connecticut & Ohio to enter New England, and vice versa, the CO uses the E-L to enter Cleveland. The E-L runs the passenger service on the CO.

There are two interchanges between the CO and the E-L at Maybrook, NY and Port Jervis, NY. The E-L comes into Maybrook and then continues across the Hudson River on the CO, branching off to New Haven, CT. At Port Jervis, there is another junction with the E-L’s New Jersey line.

The E-L is a loop around the basement with two holding
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tracks hidden along the left side wall. The Connecticut & Ohio line is point to point between a reversing loop at the west end and a wye at the other end. The loop and wye tail track are used for staging trains.

Taking a trip around the railroad, we start at the CO East holding track which represents Providence, Hartford, Springfield, and Middletown. It has room for two 18 car trains, including engines and caboose. The trains are necessarily parked end to end, meaning that the farthest train must enter the holding track first before both trains are turned around. Trains are turned around by reaching over a low backdrop, which hides the holding track, and swapping the engines and cabooses.
From the holding track, we go through the wye and enter Waterbury. The six track yard features the interchange to Paul McKay’s South Guilford Railway with arrival and departure tracks and engine service tracks, an intermodal, coach, and caboose yard, a two track passenger terminal, and an industrial siding and a team track.

One switcher handles the classification yard and the interchange. Another switcher handles the intermodal, coach, and caboose yard, as well as the sidings and passenger terminal. Engines are turned using the wye, if necessary.

Westbound from Waterbury, we take the other leg of the wye and proceed to Danbury. Danbury has a long passing track from which the Danbury Power & Light Company siding branches off. At the far end of the passing track is another siding for the Railway Express, Muller Industries, City Litho Company, and Sanborn Lumber & Coal Company.

The junction with the Erie-Lackawanna’s line to New Haven is near the west end of Danbury. Off this line are sidings for the team track, Western Connecticut Co-Op, and interchange with Al Lagocki’s CNE Railroad.

After passing Danbury station, the joint line crosses the Hudson to Maybrook, NY where there is an interchange yard for the E-L. An Erie switcher works the yard and the industry sidings. The sidings serve Valley Oil Co., City Litho, the freight station, team track, EIS Automotive, and Farmer’s Co-Op. At the west end junction, the E-L line splits off to go west into two holding tracks.

The CO line continues west to Port Jervis, NY. At the east end is the junction to E-L’s southbound line. Here there is another yard classifying east and westbound CO cars, Maybrook, E-L southbound, and local industries, which include the team track, Horn’s Building Supplies, and the Brook Hill Farm Dairy. Engine service tracks take care of CO and E-L power. A small turntable turns locomotives as necessary.

West from Port Jervis Station, we continue into a reverse
loop with two holding tracks and three more tracks on a 10 foot long sector plate reached by a switch off the loop underneath Waterbury station. The other end of the loop holding tracks represent the E-L's southbound line as it enters the Port Jervis junction with the Connecticut & Ohio.

The loop holds two nineteen car trains including engines and caboose; and the sector plate holds thirty cars, but usually holds a twenty car freight train and a six car passenger train.

**Operations**

I learned that operating way freights, through freights, and passenger trains in a point to point fashion is more fascinating than just running trains in circles.

I operate the layout by a schedule, using a check-off list. There are fifty-four train movements per day, including local and express passenger trains, local and through freights. So I can come down to the basement any time whether it's for an hour or all day, and just look at the list to see what is to be run next. I even scheduled in two maintenance periods to force myself to tackle repairs or work on more extensive projects, like scenery, buildings or assembling locomotives and cars from kits.

The schedule was set up by writing down train movements as they were run, and modifying it when necessary. Entering the movements into my computer made changes easy. At the top of each new schedule is the effective date of the change.

Four columns to the left of the list are used for checkoff marks to give four complete “days” of operation (See Table 1).

Checkoff marks include “X” for on time, “L” if late, “O” for extra unscheduled trains, and “A” for annulations. There is no time, only the sequence set up by the schedule, so late just means out of the normal sequence. Extras are run if too many cars pile up. If the same extras are being run over four cycles, they may be included as scheduled trains in a new schedule.

**Car Cards and Waybills**

Freight and express cars each have a car card with the railroad name and number and type of car on top, and instructions as to where to send the car when it is empty. Foreign road empties get sent to the appropriate interchanges; home road empties get sent to the nearest yard. Each card is placed in a clear plastic envelope made from photo album pages. A waybill is put in the envelope over the card to hide the empty car instructions. The waybill is folded in two, one side tells where to send the empty car and on the other side is where to ship the car.

I just penciled in the spaces on the waybills as needed until no more were necessary. Sometimes I removed waybills if too many cars were arriving at the destinations.

I made up train cards for each train with the train's name on top and the departure and arrival cities printed underneath, placing them in the same type of envelopes as the car cards. A packet of cards for a train consists of the train card placed on top of the car cards, which are stacked in the order of the cars in the train. A rubber band holds them together.

**Portable Modules**

The Maybrook portion of the layout is made of portable modules, four of them, each 6 feet long and 2 ½ feet wide. They were built from the NMRA specs put forth in the '70s. My friends and I built a 24’ by 12’ double track loop layout with sidings using my two Maybrook Station modules. We used the proposed original specs with a 3 ½ inch track centers and an 8 inch setback from the front edge. We went with a 48 inch railhead height to help keep little kids' hands off the trains.

The NMRA approved 4 inch centers and a 6 inch setback. But we could connect with each other. Later on, I built the two Maybrook yard modules. At home the main line slants towards the rear of the yard modules, so the yard includes the two main tracks used for exhibitions. A double slip switch had to be built to accommodate the change from home to train show arrangement. The four modules are now exhibited with the MetroWest club, who built 2 foot transition sections to connect with my modules. The photo below shows an overall view of them looking west from the yard.

We usually set up a 60 foot long modular layout at the Hub Division's two day train show in Marlboro, Massachusetts the first weekend in December. We set up a smaller layout for a train show in Lowell, MA in the spring.

So that’s the story of the Connecticut & Ohio Railroad so far. There is still much fun ahead, I trust. There's lots of work and play to keep a retired widower busy.

---

**Table 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>Day 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT1</td>
<td>Exchange cars between Waterbury and yard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHE33</td>
<td>Transfer Run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW83</td>
<td>Exchange cars between Waterbury and yard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC97</td>
<td>Transfer Run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>The Owl, Local</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC97</td>
<td>Transfer Run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: O - extra, X - on schedule, L - Late, A - Annulled effective Sept 13, 2008.

---
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We don’t normally do “theme” issues of O Scale Trains but the focus on track and wheels in this issue sort of came together by happenstance. Joe and I have talked about an online conversation he monitored over whether a finer profiled wheel would work on regular NMRA track. Then we got the piece from Gary Schrader dealing with that subject. Out of curiosity, I posted a question to the P48 Yahoo group wondering if the lack of ready-to-run P48 track and turnouts was a barrier to modelers considering P48. I’ll let you draw your own conclusions about the premise of Gary’s article and Joe’s thoughts from his column later on. I’ll just stick to the question of ready-to-run P48 track components.

My question drew a number of responses and I’ve included two that were typical. The first comes from Trevor Marshall who models in On2. Trevor is a long time contributor to Railroad Model Craftsman and his layout is superb in its quality and execution. Here are Trevor’s thoughts:

“I have used P48 for the wide-gauge connection on my On2 layout for the same reason that I’m using On2, and not On30, to model my freelanced Maine two-footer - namely, that I decided I wanted to do it as correctly as possible. I should stress that this is entirely my opinion. I know a number of people who have done a fine job of modeling a Maine two-footer in On30 and I absolutely appreciate what they’ve done. It’s just not the way I could do it and be happy. Having gone this route, I’m glad I did. Learning to handlay my own track (something I’d never seriously undertaken before) to tighter tolerances than RTR track from commercial suppliers would present more challenges than using Standard O.

The extra work involved means I’m learning something new and I’m happier with the results.

Given that, I think it unlikely that I would be happy with commercial P48 track, for the same reason that I’m unhappy with commercial On2 offerings. I like learning how to do this stuff myself, I like having the ability to adjust the track if I find I’ve built it incorrectly, and I like the fact that - if I have really botched the job - I can sand things back to the roadbed and start over.

What I do really, really appreciate in P48 is the cast frogs, guardrails and points. I acquired some from a friend who is doing a P48 layout and they made for the easiest turnout I’ve ever built. I wish someone did the same thing for On2 modelers, using Code 70 rail.”

It seems from Trevor’s thoughts that those who enter P48, or any kind of niche modeling, do so with their eyes wide open and are willing to deal with the headaches a lack of commercial products present. That attitude is characteristic of most folk I know working in this scale. For many working in P48, it’s the modeling challenges involved in working to higher standards that are the source of their enjoyment, a theme that ran through many of the responses I got. A different viewpoint is offered by Jim Wolf, also from the P48 list.

“I think the availability of well-made, prototypical, and accurate flextrack would be of some value to the hobby.

I am planning a large layout when I retire in 3 years. I could certainly use a whole bunch of Code 125 or Code 100 flextrack at that time in order to spend more of my modeling time on other projects. An advantage to Code 125 is that it is appropriate for yards, industrial and even some secondary main tracks. I think well made flextrack and turnouts in Code 125 would encourage growth in the hobby because we have tracks and wheels, and then we would also have the track. Track and wheels are the cornerstones of any real P48 growth, I believe. Code 125 track and turnouts as 100 lb. rail would be useable on any layout since even the PRR and Santa Fe had their share of secondary trackage. Sorry to ramble, but I just think at least some flextrack and switches would encourage others to try the hobby. Once hooked they, like me, will be inspired by the work of the master modelers already in P48.”

One could surmise that for modelers like Jim, time might be the real issue. Handlaid track in any scale does take a lot of time to do. My experience on the I&W showed that doing track right and including all of the details found on prototype track takes even longer. Even though I laid my own track, I also see the value in a line of well executed flextrack, and Code 125 would be an excellent choice to start with. However, I think the real barrier to a wider audience for P48 isn’t so much the lack of commercial track as it is the lack of direct exposure to P48 and lack of understanding of what prototype modeling is about. Maybe the lack of ready-to-run locomotives, especially steam, or other rolling stock could be a factor too. Who knows?

The lack of commercial track in any scale will be a barrier to some who, for whatever reasons, just don’t want to handlay track. Whether this is a barrier to P48 modeling for you or not, the real questions, as always, center on individual choice and what you want from this hobby. For those who are determined to pursue clearly defined goals like Trevor or who want to pursue a wider spectrum of activities like Jim, the only thing really standing in the way is your own unwillingness to do the work required. You can’t blame some poor manufacturer for that, can you?

Best regards,
Mike
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Track Maintenance

A Class 1 railroad like the BNSF has an entire department dedicated to the track and its supporting structures. System gangs such as Steel (rail) Tie, and Surfacing (roadbed) to name a few, are work groups that travel the entire system performing maintenance projects. Also each subdivision has patrol gangs plus surfacing and other work groups that handle regular maintenance on the main line as well as the yards and industrial tracks.

Shortline operations are usually different in the fact they may have a single maintenance group that handles all track projects. As an O Scale layout operator, once our track is down and in place our biggest maintenance project is usually keeping the ball of the rail clean to promote good electrical contact. The theme of this column is my version of an old idea: a home built track-cleaning car and methods I use to keep the track clean since this is usually a one-man show.

First thing, every model railroader should own is a Walther's "Bright Boy" track cleaner, and a track-cleaning car. While there are several commercial cleaning cars on the market, I'll explain how I built my own.

The cleaning pad is a piece of ¼" Masonite® hardboard. The mounting hardware is #8-32 x 1 ½" flat slotted bolt, nuts and flat washers available from any home supply store. I also use ½" tall springs with flat washers that slip over the bolt ends and ride against the car frame in order to apply a slight amount of pressure to the pad improving contact with the rail. The modified car is a Weaver 50 ft. boxcar, which is weighted and equipped with metal wheel sets and Kadee® couplers.

I started by cutting a 2'x4' piece of the hardboard into strips 4' long by 1-7/8" wide on the table saw. This produced about 11 strips. Next I cut the strips into 7 ½" long pieces beveled in toward the rough side at a 20 degree slope with a miter saw. This slope allows the pad to ride over any uneven rail ends or turnout frogs. You should get 70+ pads out of a 2'x4' sheet that costs 6 bucks.

Next I marked the centerline of the pad and drilled two 5/16" holes spaced 5 ¾" on center and 7/8" in from the ends of the pad. Use a hobby knife and cut a beveled edge on the two holes on the rough side of the pad in order to countersink the bolt heads. This prevents them from catching on turnout rails. Insert the two bolts from the rough side of the pad and secure with a flat washer and nut. You can repeat this process to produce as may pads as you wish at one time.

The finished pad is now ready to mount to the underside of the car. Using the pad bolts as a guide, center the pad from the underside of the car frame making sure you have equal clearance from each truck. Mark and drill 5/16" holes through the center of the car frame and floor so the bolts slip freely through the frame and into the open body space with a bit of slack to spare. This allows the pad to ride over any irregularities without derailing.

The last step is to install the springs and flat washers to the topside of the pad, weight the car floor and reinstall the car's body. You are now ready to install the pad to the car and place it on the track for a test run. Slight adjustments may be necessary if you encounter problems.

I've operated one car like this for several years with no ill effects. Recently I built several more so I could include a track-cleaning car in several different trains. Occasionally I'll spray the pad with "Gunk - Electric Motor Contact & Brake Cleaner" to assist in rail cleaning. This cleaner also works well on a paper towel or “Q-Tip” to clean locomotive wheels without any horrid smell or after effects. Last but not least, about once a year I clean the rail top with paste type silver cleaner polish, you will be amazed at the oxidation it will remove that you can’t see.

This project cost around 10 bucks and about 3 hours to produce several track cleaning cars, plus I now have a lifetime supply of pads. The nuts to fit ¾" bolts used for weights were free; bet you can’t guess where they came from, so until the next time: Clean track = Great operation.
Details Under Cover

In my efforts to build a loading dock for Vindex on the Chaffee Branch, I ran smack dab into the question of what to put on the dock? I know, I know, there are lots of detail parts like crates, boxes, barrels, oil drums and assorted railroad products that would be at home on any railroad facility.

But exactly what would have been ordered for that loading dock or town? To put it another way, who would be getting what from whom? So I started investigating what businesses were in town and what would be brought in by the railroad. This sounds like a case for Inspector Gumshoe, Railroad Detective!

On the Chaffee branch of the Western Maryland Railway, the Vindex station, also served as the general store, and the Post Office all rolled into one. Roads were nothing more than rough fire trails at best. Being a mining town, with some logging going on, most supplies would be geared towards that end. So what would we have?

We would have packages from REA, machinery parts for the mines and lumber camps, mail bags and all the things you would have in a general store from millenary, pots and pans, to brooms and tools.

How were they packed for shipment and delivery? Usually in rectangular wooden crates and boxes of all sizes and shapes. As a rule, you would not have a pallet jack, maybe a jib crane, and/or block and tackle. However manpower was the mode of the day for loading and unloading the dock.

A canvas tarp would be thrown over the items to give them some protection from the elements until they could be picked up. The making of a canvas tarp, has been covered (pun intended) several times in various craft publications by some eminent model builders and is relatively easy to accomplish. We will detail that later on.

It’s the details under the tarp we are dealing with now. We all have some details, and most of us have scrap building materials lying about be it wood, plastic or brass. I find it a shame to hide nicely detailed crates, drums, barrels, and boxes under a tarp. They are of better service out front where you can see them. What we are looking for is the illusion of that item under the tarp.

Take your trusty scale ruler and start measuring pieces of scrap material for possible use as crates, boxes, drums, and barrels (Photo 1). The sizes are 2’ x 3’, 2’ x 4’, and larger. Drums and barrels are about 3’ tall by 2’ in diameter in the middle, tapering to about 16” at the ends. Oil drums and spike kegs are about 12” x 18” to 2’ x 3’. Again the measurements do not have to be exact only close, once under cover the eye will imagine the size as correct.

Measure, mark off, and cut some scrap material. Glue and clamp pieces together to create the sizes of crates and boxes you want, Wipe off excess glue with a wet rag (Photo 2). Any wood glue will do if you are working with wood as I am.

To make the taper on the pickle and cracker barrels, place a piece of your round stock, into a drill chuck (Photo 3). I use a cordless drill, but any 3/8” drill will do. You can do it by hand, it just takes longer. Attach a piece of 100 grit sand paper to your work table, bench or just a block of wood. Sand a taper into the stock piece, at about a 35 to 40 degree angle, again it does not have to be exact, we are looking for the illusion of a tapered barrel. Paint exposed ends a wood color, and allow them to dry. If working with wood, a wash often times is all that’s needed to convey the effect.

After the pieces have dried, sand the sides smooth. Now assemble the pieces in a pile that looks like stacked crates, boxes, and barrels (Photo 4). Glue together and allow to dry.
Canvas tarps as a rule come in several sizes 8’x10’; 9’x12’, 12’x15’, and 20’x30’ are standard. Often times you will see cut up pieces of larger tarps for special purpose or reuse. Olive drab and tan were the most common colors.

Cut plain tissue paper to scale size tarp you want. Drape the tissue over the load and lightly spray with “wet water” (Photos 5-6). Apply a mixture of 50/50 “wet water” and white glue gently to the tissue and allow to dry.

Apply paint to tarps (Photo 7). I used Polyscale Sand and Olive Drab. You can choose any make you desire, but use a flat finish or cover with a matt medium afterwards. Allow the paint to dry, and spray with a shadow wash of 50/50 of India ink and denatured alcohol (Photo 8). Blot the excess with a Q-tip. You may need to do several applications. I suggest you allow each application to dry first before applying another one. Weather to taste and there you have it.

So, there’s a detail or two for your loading dock, or anywhere else on your layout, at virtually no cost to you but your time. •
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MN73792 Summer Buffalo Grass
MN73793 Late Summer Buffalo Grass
MN73794 Autumn Buffalo Grass

The subtle tonal difference of the young growth with the contrast of the tall dead grass shaft adds the multi-seasonal look missing from most scale models.
Grade Crossing Signal Set

CS-2 Grade Crossing Signal Set includes:
- CS-2A Signal with flat cap and basic mast support
- CS-2B Signal with bell cap and junction box support
- AWS-1 Advanced Warning Signs (X2)
- WPS-1 Whistle Post Signs (X2)
- GCF-1 Flasher/Detector

$69.95 plus $6.95 S/H in the continental U.S.

Custom Signals
27 Gellatly Drive
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
(877) 523-3236
www.customsignals.com

For All Your O Scale Needs

Power/Repower Kits for Red Caboose GPs from $160.

P&D F Units
Powered A Units - $289
Call Now!

Southern Pacific Cab Forwards
AC-7/AC-8/AC-10/AC-11/AC-12

www.keymodels.net
For Details
530 Alameda Del Prado Suite 223
Novato, CA 94949

Subscription Rates: 6 issues
US - Periodical Class Delivery  $35
US - First Class Delivery (1 year only)  $55
Canada/Mexico  $55
Overseas  $80

P&D Hobby Shop
31280 Groesbeck, Fraser, MI 48026
Voice: 586-296-6116 • Fax: 586-296-5642
Open Mon-Fri 10-8 • Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
www.pdhobbyshop.com

Custom Signals
www.customsignals.com
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• Office hours are Mon. - Thurs. 10:00 am to 5:00 pm. Leave a message and someone will call you back. Closed Fri. thru Sun.
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Got Trash?  William Nesbitt

I recently completed a siding to service a warehouse on my layout and sent a photo to a friend who is also a former brakeman. His response was: “Nice, but where’s the trash?”

Going back in my own memory 40 years, I do recall that most sidings and yard tracks did have trash, ranging from light to heavy, and sometimes hazardous. The trash in the Port Jersey R.R photo is light (Photo 1), but note the steel strapping band in the right foreground. Photo 2 is at Wilson Avenue in Newark, NJ. The catenary on the right is the former PRR Passaic and Harsimus Branch between Waverly and The Meadows. I would call this a moderate amount of trash.

It is very easy to make realistic looking trash (Photo 3). The cardboard appliance boxes are cut from a brown envelope. The GE logo is from an advertisement for appliance insurance that came in the mail. The other one is a wild guess what a Philco TV logo might look like. Bend the paper over a railhead and hold with a dab of glue stick. Don’t worry, they are too small to interfere with the loco’s electrical contact and they do look very realistic. Paper scraps of various sizes and colors can be scattered around. The black steel strapping bands are 1/64” ChartPak Graphic Tape which is or was used by draftsmen prior to CAD. A substitute is to place scotch tape on a piece of glass and spray it glossy black, then slice off thin pieces when dry (Photo 4). You could even use black thread. Discarded beverage cans are painted pieces of round toothpicks. Sticks and bits of wood were everywhere and were sometimes used by brakemen to hold a car in place on level track. An empty 40’ boxcar weighs over 20 tons so it doesn’t move easily. The stick was wedged between wheel and rail and when the car was coupled to, the stick drops off the rail and out of the way (Photo 5).

Another idea is to take a 1/2” piece of black insulated #20 wire, expose about 3/32” of copper, add a drop of solder, file one side flat, paint the solder a rust color and the hose grimy black and you have a discarded air hose. Drop it along the shoulder of the track. Take a look around. You will probably find lots of other things to simulate. Have fun with it!
Extra! Extra! Read All About It!

Two new O Scale publications.

Learn all you need to know about O Scale in the 21st century. We cover: Operations, Track & Trackplanning, Locomotives, Rolling Stock, Scenery & Structures and we cover the specialty topics of Narrow Gauge, Traction, P48/Finescale and the latest in Command Control Systems.

Plus we give you our exclusive Source lists to help you find everything you need to enjoy modern O Scale. The 2nd Edition Guide is completely rewritten and revised with all new color photos and up-to-date Source lists. No O Scaler should be without a copy of this invaluable guide.

For too long O Scale modelers have had to contend with layout books and trackplanning articles geared to HO or other scales. Pieces of The Puzzle changes that by giving design tips and techniques directed to the unique needs of O Scale. This 48 page book also includes a PDF format photo CD featuring the book's photos in full color along with a bonus chapter of extra material and photos not included in the printed copy. Pieces of The Puzzle will get you off to a good start if you are new to O Scale, P48 or just thinking of finally starting that new layout.

To order A Guide To Modern O Scale, 2nd Ed. in the U.S., send check or money order for $19.95 plus $5 p&h to O Scale Trains Magazine, PO Box 289, Exton PA 19341. Pennsylvania residents must add 6% Sales Tax. Outside the U.S. or if you wish to pay by credit card, please go to www.oscalemag.com and purchase through the website shopping cart.

To order Pieces of the Puzzle in the U.S., send check or money order for $14.95 plus $3 p&h to Cougill Studios, PO Box 1402, Richmond IN 47375. Indiana residents must add 7% Sales Tax. Outside the U.S. or if you wish to pay by credit card, please go to www.oscalemag.com and purchase through the website shopping cart.
Make Tracks to SoundTraxx

I very much enjoyed Tom Mix’s article on DCC sound. I installed the original Soundtraxx sound decoders in my steam engines when they first came out. At that time, it was the best DCC sound available (and for awhile, the only sound decoders available), but it had certain limitations. The biggest problem, in my opinion, was that the exhaust volume was constant, whether pulling a heavy load upgrade or running downgrade. Fortunately, I had already installed low amperage Canon motors in two Overland Western Maryland H-9 Consolidations, so when the Tsunami decoders became available, I grabbed a couple and installed them. The decoders and speakers were an easy fit in the boilers. After a complete reading of the almost 70 page instruction manual, I started the programming process. There were a few false starts.

When I finally got the decoders programmed to my satisfaction, the sound was (and is) absolutely superb! When pulling a train up my 2% grades, the engines exhaust is loud and deep. As soon as the engine and about half of the train starts down grade the exhaust becomes much quieter and one can hear the clanking of the rods. There are, of course, many other features that can be programmed by the user, including the bell sounds, safety valve frequency, etc.

We have a round robin O Scale group here in the Washington area. A few weeks after I installed the Tsunami decoders it was my turn to host. As soon as the group heard the Tsunami equipped engines, three of them immediately ordered decoders. I have now remotered all three of them immediately ordered the Tsunami equipped engines, to host. As soon as the group heard A few weeks after I installed the group here in the Washington area.

quency, etc.
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ers programmed to my satisfaction,

ers to avoid remotoring I suggest that

ers and sound great. They have two ver-

ners to the human spirit. All over the world there are architects who’d like nothing better than to annihilate existing wood, stone and marble structures to put up their own Tinker Toy visions slapped together out of concrete, plastic and glass.

So, I’d just like to thank you, the magazine, and many of your adver-

ers for the respect you continue to show to historical accuracy. This is difficult to find in the modern world. Gener Hersch, Spokane WA via email

Really Liked #45

I just received my July/August issue of OST and found it the best I have ever received. Warner Clark’s article brought us up to date on his engine service area, which was not finished at the Indy/National meet. Charlie Morrill’s article on lighting the number boards on his PFM SP Consolidation is something I have been putting off for several years. Joe’s article on loco modifications, John Gizzi’s rivet machine, and Larry Kline’s Atlas boxcar upgrades all had info I need and are right up my alley. Every article had something for me, and that is really unusual for any model RR magazine I buy. Thanks for a great issue. Jim Harper via email

About That On30 Railbus...

A check of Interurbans Without Wires (Edmund Keilty, 1979, ISBN: 0916374386) indicates the following: “1920 - one car for the Kanawa, Glen Jean & Eastern was built and later sold to the Buffalo Creek & Gauley RR. The trailer built for this order was made by the St. Louis Car Company (order #1278).”

The only Brill bodies were built for the Cape Fear RR (two motors, #18 & #19, and one trailer #20). Further, all motors had Wisconsin 62 hp engines.

It’s always fun to add to the confusion! Ron Diedrich, FL

Comments on Standards

The subject of standards and transparency does warrant pursuit. Your take on it was appropriate, and the comments timely. I was also interested in your comments regarding what locomotives manufacturers decide to build. In fact I think these subjects are interrelated.

Simply stated, one can assume a smaller prototype model can, and likely will run on smaller radius curves. This would, to a degree, nullify the radius usage/performance expectation issues larger steam models frequently cause us. Surely a typical Ten-Wheeler will get around 48” radius curves unless, as you note, the manufacturer is bent on an absolutely prototypical working equalization and suspension. This doesn’t suggest they are “off the hook” with respect to transparency, but does create some relaxation since they would not be building engines which operate at the very edge of curvature tolerance.

This leads us to the never ending matter of why they steadily build Big Boy and Allegheny’s. Why they build a dozen versions of popular

(continued on page 19)
More Kits from B.T.S.!

Company House
This company house was inspired by one from Pickshin, WV. The kit includes the piling to build it for a level surface or for a sloped location. Interior partitions are included as are positionable doors and windows. This kit consists of laser-cut basswood, plywood, and detail castings. Approx. Size - 31' x 35'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17237</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

McCabe Lumber Co. MoW Speeder
An old boxcar body, a truck chassis, and some great planning on the part of the crew provided the main ingredients for a unique and handy speeder. The body kit consists of laser-cut basswood, plywood, cardstock, and brass, urethane, & white metal detail castings. And the driver, load, and decals are included. The fully-assembled mechanism is American Made by David Hoffman. It features a sheet brass frame, lost-wax brass end steps, NWSL gears and wheelsets. Scale 27' long over footboards. On3/On30 versions also available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18280</td>
<td>$239.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bridge Crane
Overhead bridge cranes were located at various places including the team track, large industries and the freight house. The model is a brass import. The hoist trolley is positionable on the bridge. Painted black and ready for you to simply hang the hook and chain on the hoist. Approx. Size - 20' wide with 16' clearance from ground to the bottom of the bridge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18505</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elliott and Sons Supply
While it is a freelanced structure, the Elliott & Sons Supply was based upon a tomato packing house in Sarasota, Florida. As for the model’s use, well, that is up to you. The kit features laser-cut basswood, cardstock and plywood; tabbed, easy construction; loads of Detail Castings; laser-cut, self-sticking shingles & sashes; laser-etched nail holes; optional skylights; and a 40' x 60' Footprint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18106</td>
<td>$229.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anderson Pulpwood Yard
At the yard, small truck loads of pulpwood, small logs cut into about five foot lengths, are loaded onto pulpwood cars for shipment out to the mill. The Anderson Pulpwood Yard kit includes the office, storage shed, truck scale, oil drum rack, two wood racks, and metal detail castings. Office and scale footprint is 34’ x 40’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17480</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evans Gondola
In 1975, the Southern Iron and Equipment Co. started building a 52'-6", 100-ton gondola. Evans took over SIECO and continued building the cars through December 1981. A total of 1,730 cars were built with three minor body variations. This model represents the second, and most common, version of the car.

The unpainted kit consists of high-quality, no-odor urethane castings for the one-piece body and separate frame, hidden weights, and brass & white metal brake components. Easy assembly with ACC or epoxy. Less decals, trucks, and couplers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19201</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEC (#12720 $7.95) and CNW (#12721 $5.95) decals are available.

B.T.S.
Better Than Scratch!

RR 1 Box 141A
Belington, WV 26250
304-823-3729

www.btsrr.com
Shipping - $5.00/order in the US
All Scale Catalog - $5.00
Celebrating 30 Years of Service since 1979
prototypes, and disregard the myriad of smaller prototypes; the locomotives that we hobbyists are forever pleading for (but rarely get) from the big builders. We all recognize the economics of this quandary. It’s not rocket science that popular prototypes sell best and represent the most likely path to profits for a builder. The small population of O Scale modelers, and its potential for spending is apparently viewed insufficient to cause a greater diversity of what’s being offered. The precious few who test these uncertain waters and build us an oddity are going to charge a higher price to take up the slack in the fewer sales. Such is the state of motive power availability in 2-Rail O Scale unfortunately. A difficult egg to crack!

Since my comments are partially about operating these engines, whether they be a simple RS-1 road switcher or a complex Challenger articulated, I need to put in a final two cents here. I cannot fault a manufacturer for maximizing his production capabilities with crossover components as long as they do not compromise the integrity of the build in a way that makes the model into a design failure instead of that perfect little jewel. However, I can say that there will never be a good reason to accept poor performance characteristics for the sake of making it easier to build or protecting proprietary concerns. Two prominent examples here, first being the so-called China Drives which are so often a lousy performing arrangement that often run in a jerky surging fashion so unlike any locomotive would. This is O Scale, and such performance is just plain unreasonable. It doesn’t occur in HO and that’s smaller! Secondly, some versions of knuckle couplers just plain stink with unreliable coupling and frequent breakage in addition to minimal compatibility with more reliable couplers such as the ever popular Kadee. We 2-railers want and are willing to pay for better although many times we just want the quality we are already paying for, but not getting. Manufacturers please take note! We talk with our dollars.

Bob Ring, via email

---

**Indianapolis Midwest O Scale Meet**

**New Location!**

Ramada Inn Indianapolis
7701 East 42nd St.
317-897-4000 • $78/night

Two day O Scale swap meet with over 180 tables in one large exhibit hall. New & collectible 2-Rail trains and products available from leading manufacturers and dealers.

Rates for 2009 have been reduced!

2 Day Adm.: $15; Tables: $45

Sign up for the O Scale Kings or O Scale Trains and get a $5 rebate.

Advance registration by Aug. 1st includes a custom laser name tag. Tables are $55 after Aug. 1st, so register now. Request a registration form by writing to: Indianapolis O Scale Show, James Canter, 1203 Rotherham Ln, Beech Grove IN 46107 or call 317-782-3322.

**Future Dates:**

- 9/17-18/2010
- 9/16-17/2011
- 9/21-22/2012
1:50 scale die cast construction and transportation replica models from SpecCast. We offer the highest level of quality and detailed features. “You can see the difference” and so will your customers.

- CON 008: 1:50 Schield Bantam C-35 with Dragline Crane
- CON 011: 1:50 Military LeTourneau Super C Tournapull with LP Carryall Scraper
- CON 012: 1:50 Northwest Model 25 Shovel
- 38013: 1:50 Chicago Northwestern Railroad White WC22 Stakebed Truck
- 38021: 1:50 Red and Silver White WC22 Dump Truck
- 38019: 1:50 John Deere White WC22 with Vintage Van Trailer
- 39501: 1:50 Union Pacific Railroad International KB-8 with Vintage Van Trailer
- CON 008: 1:50 Schield Bantam C-35 with Dragline Crane

Dealer inquiries welcomed. To learn more about these products or to become a SpecCast Dealer please call: (800) 844-8067 ext.245, e-mail: asheehy@speccast.com, write to: SpecCast • PO Box 368 • Dyersville, IA 52040
Coal dump trestles were common in most communities well into the 1950s. By the end of that decade, oil and gas was rapidly replacing coal as a heating fuel for homes and small businesses. Many coal yards were small and some were combined with a lumber yard. These businesses relied on local freight runs to bring in loads and take out empties throughout the heating season.

Coal sizes varied and were shipped in carload lots. The largest for home and business use was lump. This was followed by egg, nut, pea, rice and buckwheat, each smaller than the last. The smallest sizes were generally used in furnaces having automatic stokers. A small yard might offer three sizes of coal, each dumped into a separate trestle bay. Hopper cars on these trestles were often mixed among various regional anthracite carriers such as CNJ, D&H, DL&W, ERIE, L&N, LV, NYS&W, PRR and RDG. Railroads such as B&O, C&O, NYC, N&W and VGN were primarily bituminous haulers. It would be unusual to see one of their hoppers at a local coal dealer, even on their own lines. To be sure, there were always exceptions!

This coal dump trestle models a dealer who receives one or two hoppers at a time. Such trestles at larger dealers could hold as many as four or five cars. For modeling, simply make the trestle as long or short as space permits. However, it should be able to hold at least one large three or four bay hopper car.

The 1945-1955 B&O Maintenance of Way book, has a drawing for a concrete and steel coal dump trestle, which this model represents (See Figure 1, page 22).

A Berkshire Valley coal trestle kit was the start, but because of its location on my layout, the B&O plan was chosen instead, as it is open on both sides. Wood, plastic structural shapes and code 125 rails were used in this model. Most dimensions are in scale feet and inches with actual inches given as noted. Three changes were made to simplify modeling:

1: Rather than having the grillage (transverse) beams embedded in the tops of the concrete supports as shown in the B&O plan, they were mounted on top of the supports.

2: In place of back-to-back “I” beams for the grillage, a single thick “I” beam is used.

3: Instead of tapering all four faces of the concrete supports, only the sides are tapered.

The height of the concrete supports for your setting must be determined so that the track will be at the correct height when the trestle is finished. Coal dump trestles were generally between 6’ and 12’ in height from ground to the underside of the stringers (Photo 2).
B&O coal dump trestle drawing of 1947. The specification table shows the dimensions of members required for various sized and rated installations. These concrete trestles usually replaced older wooden trestles that had become unsafe. A B&O Railroad Historical Society drawing.

**Concrete Supports**

From 1/2" x 6" wood, cut five (or as many as needed) supports to the pattern shown in Figure 2. I used poplar because the lumber yard was a lot closer than the nearest hobby shop, over 40 miles away. Poplar is a fine-grained wood that works easily and takes paint nicely.

These supports must all be exactly the same size and shape. They were cut with a radial arm saw but a modeling table saw would also work well. The two batters (sloping end braces) were cut from the same material. The exact height of these supports must be calculated for your installation. To do this, measure the distance between the top of the railhead on the siding that will serve the coal trestle and the base of the scenery below. Subtract the height of the rail, plus a ½" for the stringers and another ¼" for the transverse beams. The result will be the needed height for the concrete supports.

The thickness of each support is a scale 2'. The top width is 10'. The batter, or slope on each side, makes the base of the support one foot wider than the top, at 11'. The side slope is about 1 degree of angle from vertical. Maximum height for concrete supports according to the B&O plan is 12'. If your installation needs supports that are shorter than 12', move the bottom line up accordingly. Use the first support as a pattern for the others.

The two end buttresses have a slope of 4" per foot. For a 12' long batter, the base is 4' wide. They are 1'6" thick according to the specifications. I thinned a small piece of the ½" thick wood by about 1/8" on a belt sander for these parts. They can just as well be made with ½" thick stock.

Draw both end batters full size on the wood. If they need to be shorter, move the bottom line up accordingly so they will match the height of the supports. The slope is about 19 degrees of angle from vertical. Each batter is glued a scale 1'9" in from the topside edge of the concrete support.

The supports were painted a concrete color. In this case, a quart of inexpensive paint mixed to a color called Sahara Sand. Afterward, each support was given a thin wash of black acrylic artist's paint for a dirtied, streaked look.

The Berkshire Valley kit's stone wall was used as a retaining wall at the end of the railroad embankment. This trestle was modeled as a replacement for an older wooden one. Using wood for modeling a concrete retaining wall would also be appropriate.

**Steel Frame Work**

Specifications from Table A of the B&O plan were used for a trestle with 15' spans. Here, the stringers are 2' deep. The struts or spreaders are 1'3" and the grillage beams are 1'.
Instead of trying to model back-to-back “I” beams for the grillage, I made them from 16’ lengths of Plastruct’s thicker ABS “I” beam. This trestle can be made longer if needed. Preferably, the length should be in multiples of twin bay hopper cars. The styrene “I” beam stringers I used are 15” long. Add length by cementing additional “I” beams as needed. This joint should be placed where it will be on one of the grillage beams. Splice plates made from 0.020” thick styrene can be cemented over the butt joint on the outer side. A strut, or spacer, will be inside. Stagger the extension joints of these stringers, so they are not on the same grillage beam in the finished structure. Make sure the end cuts are square and true.

The spacers that fit between the stringers are made from 5/16” styrene channel cut 1-7/32” long. Test fit the first strut. Make certain the “I” beams are centered under the track rails. I used a short scrap of prefab track for this. Struts are located directly over each concrete support, with two others evenly spaced between them. Check the B&O diagram to see which way each strut channel faces. Cut as many as needed for your trestle, taking care that they are all exactly the same length and have square-cut ends.

Mark the stringers with a pencil where each concrete support will be placed; with one at each end and the other supports evenly spaced between them. In no case should centerlines for these supports be more than a scale 16’ apart.

Cement struts between the ends of both “I” beam stringers with their backs facing out. Make sure they are centered top to bottom on the “I” beam walls and that the assembly is square and flat. After these end struts have dried, the intermediate struts can be installed. Make sure they are evenly spaced, and face in the correct directions.

The grillage, or transverse beams are next. One is needed for each concrete support. These are made from ¼” ABS “I” beams cut 16’ scale feet long. Cement one to each end of the steel work assembly. Take care that they are square, centered on the concrete support marks on the stringers and have an even overhang on both sides. This is a bit of fussy work. Using a small machinist’s square and ruler will help. Once the end beams are in place, the intermediate beams can be attached, taking the same precautions.

The steel framing is ready for paint. Rustoleum high-heat flat black was used because it dries quickly to a flat, dark charcoal hue and does not harm styrene. Due to all the little nooks and crannies in this assembly, it took a few coats to make sure everything was covered.

After the paint dries, any desired weathering or rusty streaks can be applied. Cement the finished concrete supports to the underside of the grillage beams. Take care that they are set square and the overhang of these beams is equal on both sides (Photo 3).

A 1/4” square by 1 ½” long wooden stop block with a 3/32” wide chamfer on one edge fits under the curved rail ends. A 3/16” wide and 3/32” deep notch was cut into the top side to clear Kadee coupler pins and then it was stained or weathered. The retaining brace is 1/8” x 1/8” styrene angle cut six scale feet long. Painted flat black, it’s glued to the outer face of the block as shown. The stop block and retaining brace are cemented to the outer end of the trestle, and centered with the edge of the “L” brace flush with the end of the steel framework (Figure 3).

Fitting The Rails

The rails are about two inches longer than the trestle. This allows them to be spiked to the roadbed. The outer rail ends are curved upward, following the B&O diagram. This is done by clamping the rail in a vise and heating the end to be bent with a torch until it glows yellow (Photo 4).
With pliers, bend the glowing end up into a curve taking care it does not twist as it is bent. Cool by dipping it into some water. Check the bend and the length of the curve after both rails are done. Trim the ends and cold bend to make any final corrections so both rail ends match.

Clean and paint the sides of the rails or if pre-weathered, touch up the heated and bent ends. Be sure the bottoms of both rails are clean and free of paint where they will be glued onto the stringers. Using a track gauge, cement the rails to the stringers with Walthers GOO using a Micro-tip. The curved ends of the rails should rest against the chamfered edge of the stop block.

**Foot Walks, Railings and Ladders**

Foot walks were made from 3/32” x 1/4” stripwood, cut so they span each bay. The butt joints and ends are on top of grillage beam spiking pieces. These spiking pieces measure a scale 4” x 8” x 24” and are made from the same stock. The grain runs lengthwise. Cement a spiking piece on the top ends of each grillage beam as shown in Figure 4.

Foot walks and spiking pieces were stained with thinned Rail Brown paint and weathered with chalks. Marks were made with a pointed tool to represent bolt heads and the boards were glued in place on both sides of the trestle (Photo 5).

**Installation and Final Details**

The trestle was temporarily located on a 1/8” plywood scenery base painted an earth color. The trestle rails were matched to those on the embankment and trimmed as needed. Index card shims were fitted under any concrete support that needed better footing and marked as to location. Spaces for the concrete supports were marked on the scenery base by drawing around each with a pencil. Masking tape was applied over the support marks and the area was sprayed with thinned white glue, and then model coal and grit was applied for ground cover. When dry, the tape was removed. For securing the trestle to the layout, holes for 1/2” #4 wood screws were drilled though the scenery base into two of the concrete supports.

On re-installing the coal trestle, the previously marked shims were slipped into place under the supports. The rail height and level was checked again and the track and trestle rails were spiked in place. A block of wood and a piece of real B&O rail used as an anvil was placed on the trestle for a weight (Photo 6).

Working alone on this project, nine pounds of B&O rail firmly held the trestle in place while putting in the fastening screws from under the layout.

A bit of touch-up with a small brush, thinned white glue and more coal was added to blend it together. This included putting some spilled coal on top of the struts between the stringers and on top of the concrete supports.

A coal pile in the second bay was made from a 4x6 index card, cut and glued to a conical shape. The sides were trimmed so it would fit inside a bay. The cone was sprayed with flat black paint. When dry, a spray of thinned white glue and covering of coal was applied (Photo 7).

The B&O plan does not show handrails or ladders to the ground as they were not always used. However, they were sometimes required by local building codes. The length of this trestle fits the handrails in even sections. As with the steel framing, the end ladders and railings were painted flat black before cementing them in place. The ladders were left off until the trestle was in its final place on the layout.
The scale house/office and scale platform are Berkshire Valley items. Similar structures can easily be made from wood and/or styrene, or adapted from other small models (Photo 8).

More coal yard details are needed. They will include a few workers, a chain-link fence with gates, equipment shed, a loading conveyor or a tractor with a front bucket loader, a gas pump, light pole, more weedy shrubbery and one mean-looking guard dog.

---

**MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES:**

- One 2' piece, ½" x 6" clear, fine grained wood. Be sure it is really ½" thick!
- Plastruct B-8: ¼" ABS I beam 24" long, one needed. No 90024 for a pack of 4.
- Plastruct CFS-10: 5/16" styrene channel, 15" long. One needed.
- Plastruct AFS-4 1/8" styrene angle 15" long. One needed.
- Plastruct 90473 ABS handrail, 24" long. Two or more needed. No pack available.
- Plastruct KL-8 ABS ladder 15" long. One needed.
- Plastic-Weld cement
- Walthers GOO Micro-tips
- Two lengths of rail 2" longer than the trestle are needed. Because the rails will be heated and bent on one end, code 125 or smaller will work best.
- Two rail joiners and a dozen or so spikes
- Short scrap of pre-fab track
- Three point track gauge
- Model coal (HO coal is good for modeling finer sizes of anthracite)
- Dirt or grit (I used some sifted concrete driveway sweepings)
- Water-based white or scenery glue with a spray bottle
- Small artist’s brush
- Concrete color paint
- Earth color paint
- Flat Black spray paint
- Black water-based acrylic artist paint
- Rail Brown paint or weathering compound
- Weathering chalks
- Stripwood, 3/32"x 1/4" x 24" Four pieces for a 15" (60') trestle.
- Stripwood ¼ x ¼ x 3" One piece.
- Two ½" # 4 RH wood screws
- Two or three index cards
- Pliers
- Propane torch
- Vise
- Work gloves

---

**Your Dream Layout can be a Reality!**

Museum Quality Custom Model Railroad Builders

*Catering Exclusively to the Discriminating Enthusiast*

---

**SMARTT**

Scale Models, Arts, & Technologies, Inc.

P.O. Box 600505
N. Miami Beach, Florida 33160

Tel. 305-949-1706
Fax 305-947-7458

Call to ask about our DVD’s*

*Available for serious inquiries only.

[Home Page](http://www.smarttinc.com)

**Looking for Prototypical Fidelity . . . or . . . a Freelance Fantasy?**

Discover the excitement of a SMARTT professionally designed and built layout that will deliver a lifetime of pleasure.

---
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A PERFECT FIT
THE BALDWIN 4-6-0 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE in On30 SCALE

An efficient combination of speed and traction made 4-6-0s suitable for both freight and passenger service, and nearly every railroad used them. Our On30 locomotives are based on stock models from the Baldwin narrow gauge catalog and include many optional parts to customize these versatile steam engines to suit the individual modeler’s layout. Bachmann provides the options to make the 4-6-0 a perfect fit on your railroad!

Features:
- DCC-equipped for speed, direction and lighting
- dual mode NMRA decoder with 8-pin plug
- flywheel drive
- idler gear box
- die-cast frame, boiler and cab
- machined, blackened metal wheels
- additional die-cast: detail parts
- easy-to-install options including three headlight/backup light styles (oil, acetylene, electric), three smoke stack styles (cap, Rushton, tapered), and three fuel loads (wood, coal, oil)
- E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers

MSRP: $350.00

GREENBRIER & BIG RUN
LUMBER CO. #31
Item No. 28657

PAINTED UNLETTERED - BLACK
with STEEL CAB
Item No. 28696

ET&WNC #12 with STEEL CAB
(green with gold lining & red windows)
Item No. 28670

PAINTED UNLETTERED - BLACK
with WOOD CAB
Item No. 28697

ET&WNC #11 with STEEL CAB
(black with red windows & white pinstripes)
Item No. 28671

PAINTED UNLETTERED - BLACK
with STEEL CAB with RED WINDOWS & WHITE TRIM
Item No. 28698

Shipping Now
I would like to present an argument and specification for improved wheel profiles in O Scale. The NMRA 0.175" wheel profile is truly ancient history, and very few importers or domestic manufacturers actually adhere to it anymore. In this discussion, I will explain the three components of wheel gauge. Most modelers and some manufacturers simply do not understand how complex this subject really is, let alone understand how it interacts with the wheel profile. This has led to many models, domestic and imported, having problems running on NMRA trackwork. If you have laid your track in accordance with the NMRA specification, you have every right to assume that any O Scale model manufactured anywhere will run properly on your layout.

by track gauge. First of all, you have to realize that there are a myriad of different wheel profiles which will work just fine on NMRA standard track. I personally run NMRA .175 standard wheels, imported .160 profile wheels, and NWSL .145 profile wheels simultaneously on my layout with no problems. I have also tried NWSL .118 profile wheels, which are nearly exact scale wheels like P48 modelers use except they are gauged to run on 1-1/4" track. The key is making certain that the wheelsets are gauged correctly based on their wheel profile.

So that I do not lose anyone in my terminology, Figure 2 shows what I mean by such terms as the outside and inside of flange. Notice that “inside” always means nearer the centerline of the track, while “outside” always means farther from the centerline of the track.

So what, exactly, do we mean by wheel gauge? Many modelers assume that we are talking about the back-to-back spacing of wheels. Others think it is the distance from the outside of one flange to the outside of the other flange. Very few people realize that there are three critical measurements that determine wheel gauge. It is important to realize that as long as you satisfy those three elements of wheel gauge, any reasonable wheel profile will work just fine on NMRA standard track. But if you fail to satisfy even one of them, it will not work. The three elements of wheel gauge are:

1. The distance from the outside of one flange to the outside of the opposite flange.
2. The distance from the outside of one flange to the outside of the opposite wheel treads.
3. The distance from the outside of one flange to the inside of the opposite flange.

I will refer to these as Wheel Gauge 1, Wheel Gauge 2, and Wheel Gauge 3. I cannot stress enough that all three must be met in order to guarantee that a given wheel profile will run properly on NMRA track.

Figure 3 illustrates how to measure Wheel Gauge 1 and how it relates to track gauge. Wheel Gauge 1 determines whether or not the flanges on the wheelset will fit between the railheads. Since the distance between the railheads can be as little as 1.250” and still be within specification, Wheel Gauge
1 must never be greater than 1.250°. If Wheel Gauge 1 is at its maximum of 1.250° and Track Gauge is at its minimum of 1.250°, the flanges will just barely fit between the railheads. Anytime Wheel Gauge 1 is allowed to be greater than 1.250°, there is the possibility that a flange could be forced out of the railheads even though the track itself is within specification.

The second component, Wheel Gauge 2 (Figure 4), guarantees that wheelsets will not drop between the railheads even when the track gauge is at its maximum distance. Since NMRA track can be gauged as great as 1.285°, Wheel Gauge 2 must be no less than 1.286°. In Figure 4, the shelf gauge is at its maximum of 1.285° and Wheel Gauge 2 is at its minimum of 1.286°. As you can see, the wheelset cannot quite drop between the railheads.

The third component is Wheel Gauge 3, shown in Figure 5. It is referred to by the NMRA as “Check Gauge” and is the least understood. This element guarantees that your wheelsets will pass smoothly through turnouts without bumping or even picking the frog point and causing a derailment. It does this by guaranteeing that the guard rail is far enough away from the frog point that the left wheel flange, as shown in Figure 5, will hit the guard rail, thereby preventing the right wheel flange from doing little more than barely touch the frog point. This is, of course, at the extremes. If the track’s check gauge is any larger than 1.179°, or if the wheel’s check gauge is any smaller than 1.179°, then the right wheel flange is pulled even farther away from the frog point so it cannot even touch it. Please note: Even though the value is the same for both track and wheels, for track, it is the minimum allowed and for wheels, it is the maximum allowed. Those are two entirely different specifications; so do not confuse them as being the same.

It needs to be noted at this point that any reasonable wheel profile that can be made to meet the three parts of wheel gauge specified above will work on NMRA standard track without requiring any modification whatsoever to the track. There are a lot of old wives’ tales running around in the O Scale community about how you cannot use finer wheel profiles on existing track. That is utter nonsense. I will show below how much finer a profile, what I call the .145 Wheel Profile, will work splendidly on NMRA track. Again, if your trackwork does not meet the NMRA standards listed above, you have no right to complain about any wheel profile, right on down to exact scale wheels. It is your fault if those wheels do not work when properly gauged. Fix your trackwork. All that is necessary is to apply a proper specification to any given wheel profile that guarantees the three elements of wheel gauge are met over all allowable production variations. I will show in illustrations below exactly how that works for the .145 Wheel Profile.

Let us define what the wheel profile number means. It is the nominal (or design) thickness of the wheel as measured from the outside of the tread to the inside of the flange. On the prototype, this is 5.625", which translates to 0.117" in O Scale. An exact scale wheel would have a .117 wheel profile. The NMRA standard wheel is .175, which means it is 0.058" thicker or 50% oversize.

For over 20 years now, many importers have been using what I term a .160 wheel profile. There was an early attempt by Westside Model Company in the 1970s to introduce a more realistic looking wheel. Unfortunately, the Korean manufacturers and the importer did not understand the three components of wheel gauge and the resulting wheels were gauged too narrowly and would actually fall between the rails on some layouts. These wheels had a .145 profile similar to the drawings in Precision Scale Company’s O Scale Parts Catalog. Many people concluded, erroneously, that .145 wheels were too narrow and settled on .160. An exception was Northwest Shortline, who continued making their very fine 0.145" wheelsets.

What NWSL realized was that the .145 wheel profile was not to blame for the problem. The error was in the way that the Koreans measure wheelsets for gauge. They always measure back-to-back (the back of one wheel to the back of the other). Of course, this makes perfect sense for manufacturing. The problem enters when one fails to recognize that changing the wheel profile requires changing the back-to-back spacing of the wheels. That was the reason the original effort at using the .145 wheels was unsuccessful. The reason the .160 wheels were immediately successful was that the slightly wider profile could get by without changing the back-to-back spacing of the wheels, even though that really should have been done.

Notice that none of the three components of wheel gauge is the back-to-back measurement that the Koreans and other manufacturers commonly use. That measurement actually depends upon the wheel profile used. Specifically, it is dependent on the tread width and flange width chosen. Assuming the manufacturer controls all the other dimensions closely, the back-to-back measurement is completely valid and is much easier to use in manufacturing than doing all the other measurements. However, the back-to-back dimension must be specified based on the tread and flange widths of the particular wheel profile chosen. It is not a fixed number and is dependent on the variation allowed in the tread and flange widths.

The drawings below are all done using the .145 specifications at the end of this article. Figure 6 shows the ideal situation where all the dimensions are exactly in the middle of the specification (the nominal). We usually talk about having a five

![Figure 4: Wheel Gauge 2 Illustrated](Image)

![Figure 5: Wheel Gauge 3 Illustrated](Image)

![Figure 6: Illustration of Nominal .145 Wheel Profile](Image)
pressed completely against the left railhead, the right wheel
down between the rails. Notice that when the left flange is
\[ = 1.305 \text{ in} = \text{minimum flange thickness} + \text{minimum wheel thickness} \]
calculated below:

calculated between the front of one flange and the front of
the other flange using the .145 wheel profile is calculated as
below:

\[
\text{Maximum Wheel Gauge 1 dimension} = \\
\text{maximum back-to-back + two maximum flange thicknesses} \\
\text{Maximum Wheel Gauge 1 dimension} = \\
1.132 \text{ in} + 0.082 \text{ in} = 1.220 \text{ in} \\
This maximum distance of 1.220" is still well inside the
distance between railheads as seen in Figure 7. In other words,
with all dimensions at their worst case, there is still 0.030"
of play left for the wheelset to slide back and forth
between the railheads. There will never be a problem
with the flanges not fitting between the railheads.

Figure 8 illustrates the opposite extreme in the specifications
which is addressed
by the requirement of Wheel Gauge 2. When the track gauge
is at its absolute minimum of 1.250", the flanges still need to
fit between the railheads. The greatest distance that can be
achieved between the front of one flange and the front of
the other flange using the .145 wheel profile is calculated as
below:

\[
\text{Minimum Wheel Gauge 2} = \text{minimum back-to-back + minimum flange thickness + minimum wheel thickness} \\
\text{Minimum Wheel Gauge 2} = 1.126 \text{ in} + 0.037 \text{ in} + 0.142 \text{ in} = 1.305 \text{ in} \\
Since 1.305" is greater than 1.285", the wheels cannot fall
down between the rails. Notice that when the left flange is
pressed completely against the left railhead, the right wheel
overlaps the right railhead by 0.020". Therefore, there is
no way that 0.145 wheels can ever drop between the railheads.

Figure 9 illustrates the more complex
situation of Check Gauge. What is happen-
ing here is that the back side of the
left wheel flange is riding up against the
guard rail; so the wheels cannot move
any farther toward the frog point. On
the right side, the
front of the flange
is just missing the frog point. This situation guarantees that
the right wheel cannot hit the frog point and either bounce over it or slide to the right causing a derailment. Obviously, this is
important for good operation. For O Scale, this is 1.179". For
trackwork, that is the minimum distance allowed. For wheels,
it is the maximum allowed. For the 0.145 wheel specification,
Check Gauge is calculated as:

\[
\text{Maximum Wheel Gauge 3} = \text{maximum back-to-back + maximum flange thickness} \\
\text{Maximum Wheel Gauge 3} = 1.138 \text{ in} + 0.041 \text{ in} = 1.179 \text{ in} \\
Since the absolute maximum number is 1.179", the .145
specifications satisfy this third requirement also. There is no
way that .145 wheel specifications will ever have trouble with
NMRA standard turnouts. Hence, I am recommending adop-
tion of the .145 Wheel Profile specifications at the end of this
article by importers and domestic manufacturers. You will be
giving the modeler a product that entails little risk of opera-
tional problems.

Already, two importers have made the switch to these new
wheelsets and customers have been really impressed with the
appearance and operation of them. All the recent Key Model
Imports SP GS-1 and GS-2 4-8-4 steam engines were so
imported, and Key has committed to using .145 Wheel Profiles
on all future products. The wheels look so good that a few
people mistook them for P48.

The latest Wasatch passenger trucks also use these wheels.
These spectacularly nice trucks look and operate even better
with the new wheelsets. Other manufacturers are considering
switching as well. There has been so much actual use of these
.145 wheels that the NMRA should seriously consider adopt-
ing this specification as at least an alternative and, preferably, a
replacement for the existing specification*. Certainly no previ-
ous NMRA standard has ever received such extensive testing
prior to adoption.

**Proposed O Scale 0.145” Wheel Profile Specification**
(Figure 10)
• This specification applies to O Scale, standard gauge
model railroad wheels.
• All dimensions shown in both inches and millimeters for
the convenience of the builders.
• All wheel dimensions must fall within the minimum and
maximum limits shown in the table and drawing on Page 30.

(*In fact, as of July 3, 2009, a 0.145” wheel design was
added to the NMRA specs and approved by the BoD - Joe)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Dimension</th>
<th>Minimum Allowed</th>
<th>Nominal (Best)</th>
<th>Maximum Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flange Depth</td>
<td>0.033 in / 1.09 mm</td>
<td>0.035 in / 1.14 mm</td>
<td>0.037 in / 1.19 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange Thickness</td>
<td>0.037 in / 0.95 mm</td>
<td>0.039 in / 1.00 mm</td>
<td>0.041 in / 1.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tire Width</td>
<td>0.142 in / 3.50 mm</td>
<td>0.145 in / 3.68 mm</td>
<td>0.152 in / 3.86 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-to-Back Wheel Spacing</td>
<td>1.126 in / 28.60 mm</td>
<td>1.132 in / 28.75 mm</td>
<td>1.138 in / 28.90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tread-to-Flange Fillet Radius</td>
<td>0.018 in / 0.45 mm</td>
<td>0.020 in / 0.50 mm</td>
<td>0.022 in / 0.55 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange Radii R2 &amp; R3</td>
<td>0.021 in / 0.53 mm</td>
<td>0.023 in / 0.58 mm</td>
<td>0.025 in / 0.63 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel Tread Taper</td>
<td>2.8 degrees</td>
<td>3.0 degrees</td>
<td>3.2 degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For two or three-rail. Comes in straight, 0-54 (27°r) and 0-72 (36°r) curves. Two sets per package. Straight: $17.95/pkg; curved $19.95/pkg.

Scale University
196 Cider Hill Rd., Exeter ME 04435
207-379-4731 • www.scaleuniversity.com
Visa/MC/check or money order accepted.

NEW! Scale University
Wood Plank Grade Crossing

For two or three-rail. Comes in straight, 0-54 (27°r) and 0-72 (36°r) curves. Two sets per package. Straight: $17.95/pkg; curved $19.95/pkg.

Scale University
196 Cider Hill Rd., Exeter ME 04435
207-379-4731 • www.scaleuniversity.com
Visa/MC/check or money order accepted.

BRUMMY’S
Your Coal Source!
All Sizes Available.
Contact Us For Samples.

Phone: 330-825-3673
Fax: 330-825-0214
200 23rd St. NW • Barberton, OH 44203
e-mail: Dbrumagin4@netscape.net

Model Building Services
Models built by Stu Grahnik
264 Marret Rd • Lexington MA 02421
Ph: 781-860-0554
stu@modelbuildingservices.com

Assembled buildings from any manufacturer's kit. Kitbashed, painted and detailed... "Just Like Real!"

www.modelbuildingservices.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>323 3-Drum Steam Hoisting Engine O</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505 The Weekly Record O</td>
<td>66.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503 Bill's Place O</td>
<td>62.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Main Street Heritage Resin Kits**

- 5 x 9-1/2" w/ boardwalk
- 5-1/2 x 8" w/ sidewalks
- 489 Long-Bell Lumber skid shacks 2/ O
- 448 Elevated Warehouse Kit O
- 498

**Evergreen Hill Design Laser Cut Kits**

- Footprint includes double decks
- Dimensions: 11" wide (including stairs) 8-3/4" high (including fire barrels)

**2007 Dollar Bros Motor Express Kit K&O**

- 2007
- 169.95
- 144.50

**2005**

- 30's Gas Station O (4 x 6.25") | 59.95 |
- 2011 Pool Hall with Table O (5.25 x 6") | 69.95 |

**308 Fixed Boom Crane O**

- 65.00
- 58.50

**308 Boom Crane O**

- Includes utility tank shown on right - For use with Derrick, Clamp Shell Derrick or as Logging Donkeys

**60' baggage or RPO**

- 308
- 60' baggage or RPO, Erie, CNJ
- SF, PR, NYC, SP, B&M
- $60-$90

**Refrigerator Cars**

- Weaver/Crown
- 30+ roadnames in stock
- 52' Mechanical
- 40' Woodside
- 30+ cars!!!
- 40' Steel
- Rebuilt, or AAR
- 20+ roads
- 40' H21a
- 40' 4 bay
- 40' 3 bay PS-2
- 40' ACF 2 bay
- 40' 40'+
- 40'+ roads
- Outside braced
- New ones our speciality
- $25-$40

**Covered Hoppers**

- Weaver 30+ PC
- 40' & 50' flat cars
- Stock cars
- 20+ roads
- $25-$40

**Flat Cars, Stock Cars**

- Atlas Double stacks
- 125-$299
- Pulp flats
- 35'
- Front runner
- 45'
- 80 flats
- $50-$65
- Trailers
- $25-$35
- Trainman 50' flat wagon and load cars
- $30-$35
- Wvr
- 40' & 50' flat cars
- Stock cars
- $25-$40

**Gondolas**

- Atlas
- 32' x 5" long
- 30+ roadnames
- 40' composite
- $52-$55
- Wvr
- RV, SF, UP, NW, Rdg
- B&M, MEC, PRR
- $28
- Atlas Track
- 2 rail, 3 rail
- 3 rail steel
- Industrial Rail
- Locos cars trolleys sets track
- Dealers request our Wholesale List
- www.PublicDeliveryTrack.com
- e-mail us: mtdrain@earthlink.net

**Lomotives**

- Atlas
- 1-2-3-4-5
- 50'+
- 30+ roadnames
- 40'+
- 50'+
- 60'+
- 70'+
- 80'+
- 90'+
- 100'+
- $50-$119/car
- Head end sets
- $359
- SW's
- $199-$359
- RS-1's, GP 7/9
- $379-$429
- F-3's
- $249-$289
- SW's
- $199-$359
- Atlas
- 135 NW Greeley Avenue, Bend OR 97701
- • Specializing in O Scale 2-rail model trains since 1985
- • We buy or consign brass model collections
- • Model reservations gladly accepted
- • Prompt, courteous service
- Check our website for latest O Scale Listings
- www.sumptervalley.com
- trainman@callatg.com
- Tel: 541/382-3413 Fax:541/389-7237
- Hours: Mon. thru Fri 8:30 AM - 5PM and sometimes on Saturdays
- "Nothing is as good as wood"

---

**LaBelle Woodworking Company**

5101 Ridge Road • Cheyenne, WY 82009
Toll Free 866-246-9967 Fax 307-433-9949

Want a Catalog? Please send $1.50 for the latest one. Or see us on the Web at www.labelledesigns.com
I was visiting my friend Mickey, a fine O Scale modeler with an extensive collection and the start of a very nice layout. About the time I was leaving he gave me an old Simpson blue box full of wooden pieces and some On3 trucks. I excitedly took my new treasures home to see what I had. I inspected the wooden pieces and discovered that I nearly had all the pieces to build a standard gauge flat car. Cool! I have wanted to build a MoW flat car for my railroad and the old Simpson kit would be a perfect starting point, even though I would have to add a lot of castings and some wood pieces.

These kits are not readily available anymore, but can be found on eBay, at conventions, model railroad swap meets or at estate sales. They can be costly but this is a very simple car to scratchbuild. Here is a cut list of the pieces needed to build this car.

- Side sills - 6” x 12” x 34’ 6”
- Intermediate and center sills - 4” x 12” x 34’ 6”
- End Beams - 6” x 12” x 9’
- Body Bolsters - 8” x 15” x 8’ 3”
- Buffer Block - 6” x 8” x 2’ 9”
- Needle beams - 4” x 8” x 8’ 3”
- Coupler draft gear - 4” x 8” x 5’
- Decking - 2” x 9” x 9’
- Stakes - 3” x 3” x 2’
- Side Boards - 2” x 12” x 34’ 6”

Even though I started with an old kit, I had to cut several missing pieces. So in a way, this is more a scratchbuilt car than a kit built. I cut these pieces on my table saw with a veneer blade.

Since there was no instruction or a set of plans, I needed to draw something to use for building my car. Now I’m no draftsman, but then you don’t really need to be one to develop a simple plan. My first step was to check my photo collection to see if I had a flat car I could use for a guideline for my drawing. I found a picture of a Dardanelle and Russellville flat car that fit my needs (Photo 1). I designed the car based on the parts I had in the kit. My car ended up being 36’ 6” long and 9’ wide. As you can see in my plan (Figure 1), I simply made a line drawing showing the locations of the sills, the end beams, needle beams and the body bolster. I also made a drawing that shows the location of the stake pockets. This is really all that was needed to assemble my car. The other details were located using plans and pictures I have of other cars and general knowledge. This is especially true when building a freelance car like this one.

Now that I had a plan and all the pieces cut, I started the weathering. I first gave each piece a wash of Builders in Scale “Silverwood”. When dry I decided they were too gray, so I gave them a very thin wash of Brown Oxide Apple Barrel craft paint. This gave me the tone I wanted and made the pieces look like they were very weathered with a little paint residue remaining from better days. Next I started adding the many nut-bolt and washers (NBW) needed for a wooden car. There were many repeated drilling operations. So, to help with locating the holes, I built some simple jigs out of scrap styrene. Making jigs is simple and can greatly help with building a model (Photo 2). Several of the jigs were made by simply cutting a piece of styrene “I” beam to length, removing one side of the flange, adding stops and drilling the hole arrangement. By using an “I” beam, I was able to use the jig...
on either end of the piece I was drilling by simply turning the jig over.

After completing the drilling operations, I decided to complete the detailing of the various pieces before I assembled the flat car frame (Photo 3). I needed to make the queenposts for the outer paired truss rods. I did this by modifying a pair of Grandt Line 10 inch queenposts. I cut the end of one queenpost even with the end of the post and the other at the edge of the casting so the end would be square, then glued them in place (Photo 4).

With all the parts detailed to the level I wanted, I took the plan and pinned it to a piece of Foamcore (Photo 5). Before gluing make sure you add the air line and the pipe fitting as it is really hard to add them after the frame is assembled. With everything ready I glued the frame and then I added the truss rods. The kit came with monofilament fish line which I used for the truss rods. With the truss rods done, I added the decking and side boards to hold the parts, tools, etc. which would

be on the car in service.

Since there was no hardware with the kit, I dug through my parts box and was able to find enough pieces to assemble the brake rigging. I decided on K type brakes and could have used a Grandt Line 8"x12" cylinder, but I used a standard gauge cylinder from San Juan Car Shops which is larger. For the rest of the brake system I used Grandt Line parts, except the air hoses which were from Backshop. I had to modify the air hoses to install them. The Backshop air hoses come with a long pipe section and a union. I didn’t need that; so I cut the casting, leaving a short piece of the air line remaining and I made a pipe coupling out of a piece of tubing (Photo 6).

For couplers I chose San Juan Car Shop’s AAR type E working couplers and a set of brass coupler lift bar brackets to pull the pin. To mount the couplers I had to build a special mounting system to hold them in place. This consisted of a piece of plastic that I glued between the centersills to form a mounting block. Next I drilled that block and added a piece of tubing the size of the coupler mounting hole. I then added a cap held in place by the coupler pocket straps.

The car I based my model on had Fox trucks which I really wanted to use. However, the only pair of Fox trucks available is from the old IHC Casey Jones 4-6-0 kit which is long out of production. I found a pair of San Juan Car shops P-48 Vulcan trucks in my parts box. I decided they would work and give the car a modernized look (Photo 7).

This was a fun project. Thanks Mickey! One of these days I will fill the decking with tools and parts used for railroad maintenance work, but for now it’s done.

Materials and Parts List

- Simpson Standard Gauge flat car kit (can still be had on eBay or hobby shops)
- Simpson 0.015 x 3’ brass strip stock
- NWSL P48 33” wheels for San Juan Car Shops trucks
- San Juan Car Shops - Vulcan trucks
- San Juan Car Shops - AAR type E couplers
- San Juan Car Shops - K brake cylinder
- Grandt Line - pipe fitting set
- Grandt Line - brake cylinder release set
- Grandt Line - brake detail set
- Grandt Line - brake wheel
- Grandt Line - coupler lift bar brackets (brass)
- Grandt Line - turnbuckles
- Grandt Line - 10” queenposts
- Grandt Line - 1¾ nbw
- Grandt Line - 1½ nbw
- Grandt Line - single U-bolt stake pockets
- Grandt Line - brake clevises
- Backshop - grab irons
- Backshop - air hoses
- Micro Scale - decals
SMR TRAINS

Virginia & Truckee

In stock now!

Photo by Get Real Productions

In stock now!

Your Premier Highball Auction Site

For all of your Railroad needs, whether you are looking to buy or sell, our auction is the best option.

Free Listings • Super Low seller fees

Come check us out!!!!!

UPbids.net

40’ Harriman Head End Car

Class 40-BP-15-1

In 1911, Pullman built 5 of these cars for the Southern Pacific and subsidiaries; one found its way to the Yosemite Valley and the Virginia & Truckee. Maybe one should find its way to your railroad!

$125

PLUS $10 SHIPPING & HANDLING

The kit includes a one piece cast resin body, one piece cast resin frame, laser cut acrylic windows, complete brake detail, cast brass steps and working diaphragm hardware.

Southern Car & Foundry

970 SUNSHINE LANE, SUITE D
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL. 32714

www.southerncarandfoundry.com

Contact jscagle@msn.com

60’ BAGGAGE and 60’ POSTAL CARS COMING SOON!
Steam
Pecos River AT&SF Hudson 4-6-4 CP EX, Original 1930 Version, Lights, #3450$1,095
Kohs & Co. C&O H8 2-6-6-6 FP New, Weathered, Cmwrth Trks, #1608......$6,250
Kohs & Co. C&O H8 2-6-6-6 FP New, Weathered, Road #1628......$5,995
Sunset C&J 4-8-2 CP Ex, Pro Paint, Can Motor, New Drive, Road #549......$1,395
PSC CBB & S4a 4-6-4 FP Mint, PSC #1761-1, Road #402, Updated............$2,795
PSC D&RGW L-76 2-6-6-2 FP Mint, PSC 17171-1, Black Boiler, Road #3351......$2,495
Max Gray Erie K5 4-6-2 UP New, Unassembled, Spoked Drivers - 1 of 10 Built......$2,695
Sunset GN S2 4-8-4 CP EX, Late Run, Glacier Park, Open Cab, #2576......$2,975
US L&N M1 "Big Emma" 2-8-4 CP L/N, Can Motor, Lights, Road #1965......$1,195
Overland NYC J6 4-6-4 CP L/N, Pro Paint, Cockeram Drive, Road #5336.......$2,295
Westside NYC J3a 4-6-4 CP L/N, Pro Paint, Original Version, Road #414......$1,195
Westside NYC J3a 4-6-4 CP L/N, Pro Paint, Fully Streamlined, Road #5547......$2,295
Westside NYC J3a 4-6-4 CP L/N, Pro Paint, Mod. Streamlining, PT-4, #5451......$2,295
Key NYC K3q 4-6-4 CP New, Single Window Cab, Road #4675......................$2,250
PSC NYC S1b Crown Niagara 4-8-4 CP New, Pro Paint, Road #6021, Exquisite......$4,950
Sunset N&W J4-8-4 CP L/N, Pro Paint, Coal, Lights, Road #6001..............$1,195
PSC N&W Class S1a 0-8-0 UP L/N, PSC #15699, Road No. 200-244.............$1,195
Max Gray N&W Y6a 2-8-2 w/Aux Trnd CP L/N, 1 of a Kind Exquisite......$4,695
PSC #17169-1 N&W Z1b 2-6-6-2 FP New, PSC, Crown Model, Road #1438.......$2,395
Overland NP Z8 2-6-6-4 CP EX, Coal Version, Weathered, Road #5130......$2,295
Weaver PRP Ass 0-4-0 FP New, Latest Version, 2 Rail, Serial #6 of 12, Rare......$595
PSC PRP B6s 0-6-0 UP New, PSC #16149, 2 Window Cab Version............$1,495
US Hobbies PRR J1s 2-10-0 UP New, Late Run, New Correct Steel Driver Tires......$1,495
Key PRR J1a 2-10-4 FP L/N, PRR, Tender w/Antenna, Road #6498.............$1,195
Overland NYC J1a 2-8-4 FP New, Prewar Version FP, Road #225.............$4,195
Weaver PRR A5s 0-4-0 FP New, Late Version, 2 Rail, Serial #6 of 12, Rare......$595
Overland NP Z8 2-6-6-4 CP EX, Coal Version, Weathered, Road #5130......$2,295
PSC #17169-1 N&W Z1b 2-6-6-2 FP New, PSC, Crown Model, Road #1438.......$2,395
Overland EMD E6 A Unit UP L/N, OMI #0218, Twin H/L's, Two Pilots..............$2,975
PSC #17169-1 N&W Z1b 2-6-6-2 FP New, PSC, Crown Model, Road #1438.......$2,395
Overland EMD E8 A/B Unit UP L/N, OMI #0218, Twin H/L's, Two Pilots..............$2,975

Overland EMD F3 A/B Units UP New, OMI Nos. 0290/0292/0293, Per Unit...........$625
Omi Nos. 0289/0291 EMD F3 Phase II A/B UP New, Wire Screens, High Fans....$1,225
Oriental EMD GP-9 Phase II UP V/G, Freight Body, Psngv Section V/F, As Is......$495
Overland UP ALCO FA-2/FP-2 FP New, A/B-2 C P, New, Lg. REA Herald..............$1,195
Overland UP ALCO FA-2/FP-2 FP New, A/B-2 C P, New, Lg. REA Herald..............$1,195
Overland UP ALCO FA-2/FP-2 FP New, A/B-2 C P, New, Lg. REA Herald..............$1,195
Key SP EMDF 9 A/B FP New, Black Widow Scheme, 1st Run, Only 4 Sets Built......$2,695
Overland UP ALCO U-50-C UP New, OMI No. 0201..............................................$1,095
Overland UP ALCO C-855 A or C-855-B UP New, OMI No. 0203/0240, Per Unit.....$1,095
Overland UP ALCO PA-1 UP New, OMI No. 0322, w/Dynacar (2 Available)......$750
Overland UP Standard Tube Bine UP, OMI #0354, Round Tender.....................$2,295
Overland UP Veranda Tube Bine UP, OMI #0218, Round Tender.....................$2,795
Atlas O F3 #1 A/B, CP WM Flyer UP, 2 Rail DCC/Sound, Nos. 51A/B..................$850
Kohs & Co. PRR GG1 Electric - Brunswick 5 Stripe FP New, Clarendon, Fixed Pilot,
Road #4840, 1 of 4.................................................$395

Rolling Stock
PSC #16031 Harriman 72' Coach UP New, Open Transom (2 Available)...........$425
PSC #15477 Harriman 72' D-3 Diner UP New, $425
PSC #16095 MILW 1939 Hiawatha 9 Car Set FP New, Orange/Gray/Arcoo............$4,995
PSC SP Harriman 60' DD Baggage CP L/N, Pro Paint, Grn & Blk, #6262..............$475
SS3rd 70' Harriman Pass. Cars FP New, Pro Paint, Orig.# 110-2 UP TTT Gray Baggage......$295
Various UP 85' Stmlnd Pass. Car Kits UP Kentron, Des Plaines, OSA, Briggs,
Several Versions .....Call
P. Co. PRR X-42 Mail Storage Car CP New, Pro Paint, Shadow Key, Road #2514......$340
PSC #15519 REA Steel 50' Express Reefer CP L/N, Late Version, Lg. REA Herald.......
Overland GPEX 47' Pfaudler Steel Milk Car UP New, OMI #0700...............$295
DPT #01457 D&RGW Orig Rivet Steel Cab. FP L/N, w/Ant., Blk w/Ylw Stripes.......$325
PSC DM&IR Wood Caboose FP L/N, PSC #16131-1, Weathered, Road #5130......$350
RPM #2405710 CNJ Class HMm Fish belly Hopper CP New, Road #67215............$275
Div. Point N&W & CH Class Cabooses FP New, Several Versions Available........$395
Kohs & N&W Class Wood Caboose FP New, FP New, Version CF-4, Road #518268...$595
W&R NP 24' Wood Caboose FP L/N, 2nd Run, Version 3, Interior, Road #1644......$345
Kohs #353313 PRR G42 Cont. Gon FP New, Ver. 4, GB-1, Mesh, Cir. Keystone......$695
RY Models PRR GLca Fish belly Hopper T T Hopper New, AB Brakes..............$275
Kohs #518268 PRR Gle Cement Hopper New, Road #2513, Ver. 1st Run..............$955
Overland UP ALCO FA-1 UP New, OMI No. 0322, w/Dynacar (2 Available)......$750
Pac. Ltd. PRR War Emerg. Gon. CP New, PL-12508, Clemens Paint.................$325
RPM #230588 PRR USRA Steel Gondola w/Containers CP New, Road #316084......$475
S.Lt. PRR War Emerg. Gon. CP New, PL-12508, Clemens Paint.................$325
RPM #230588 RDG USRA Steel Gondola w/Containers CP New, Road #32044......$475
PSC PRR K7a/K8 Stock Cars UP New, FM Models, Per Model.......................$325
Omi #0797 UP CA-1 Wood Caboose UP New, ..................................................$225
Omi Nos. 0071/0072 UP CA-3 & C-5 Steel Cabooses UP New, Per Model.............$345
Omi #0072 UP CA-4 Steel Caboose UP New, Diesel Era, Road #25132..............$345
Omi #0720 WM "NE" Steel Caboose UP L/N, Pro Paint, Lightly Weathered........$250
C&BW LM "NE" Steel Caboose FP L/N, Round Hoppers, 2 Versions Available........$435
PSC #5 4-8-9 Stock Car UP New, PSC #16007, Scarce.................................$425
Kohs & Co. VGN C-10 Steel Caboose FP New, Red Body, White Lettering...........$595
Overland AT&SF Safe-Pack Bi Level Auto Rack Car CP L/N, OMI #0770-1, Red,
and White Scheme ..................................................................................$395
Max Gray 200 Ton Bucyrus Erie Wrecking Crane CP V/G, Painted, Unlettered,
Complete .................................................................................................$385
USSH/M Rolling Stock - Custom Finished CP Large Selection Available,
Many Road Names ..................................................................................Call
Various Intermountain and Red Caboose FP Box Cars, Reefers, Tank Cars,
Flat Cars - RTR & Kits .............................................................................Call
PSC Harriman 65000 Gal. Steel Water Tank UP New, 38'6" Rivet Tank w/South......$275
Buy⁄Sell⁄Trade
Consignments
Jim Hackworth
MODEL TRAINS
(and Subsidiary JH Consulting)
2631 Edgevale Road, Columbus OH 43221-1113
Phone: 614-4514517 Fax: 6144514557
Email: jhmtrains@msn.com • Web: www.jhmtrains.com

AOCC*

Gem PRR B6 0-6-0, C/P or N/P, OB.................................................$575.00
WSM PRR J1a, 2-10-4, C/P, OB............................................................$1, 550.00
WSM PRR M1, 4-8-2, C/P, Nice, OB..................................................$1, 150.00
USH NYC De-Streamlined 4-6-4, C/P, Ex.OB..............................$1, 275.00
USH C&O 2-8-4, C/P, Runs good, OB ...........................................$ 1, 275.00
USH PRR M1a, 4-8-2, C/POB..............................................................$ 1, 175.00
MG NYC J3a, C/P, NOB From Tony Ambrose...............................$1, 395.00
USH NYC S1b, 4-8-4, C/P, OB............................................................ $ 1, 250.00
MG PRR J, 2-10-4, C/P, Icken Gears, NOB.................................$1, 895.00
USH NYC H10, 2-8-2, Mint, N/P, NOB.................................$1, 275.00
USH PRR L1, 2-8-2, N/P, LN, NOB..................................................$1, 175.00
Gem PRR A5 0-4-0, C/P, NOB........................................................ $ 575.00
Atlas EMD GP9, F/P UP, OB.......................................................... $ 250.00
OM N&W C630 High Hood, FM Trucks, New, OB....................$1, 195.00
SS/3rd Rail PRR H6sb 2-8-0, F/P OB, TRO.................................$950.00

USH &O C16a, 0-4-0, C/P, OB.........................................................$675.00
PRB 62’ PC&F Boxcar, F/P ATSF OB, LN..............................$310.00
OM PRR PAPB Set, Late Run, F/P, New......................................$2, 875.00
OM #0445 C39-8, C/P, OB.........................................................$1, 095.00
Atlas 0-6-0 F/P, OB, LN.................................................................$495.00
CB J&L Tank car, C/P, OB..............................................................$295.00
Scale Mod Ind Roundhouse Kit.....................................................$195.00
PRB 60’ Greenville Boxcar, F/P GT, New.................................$295.00
Atlas EMD F2/3, AB Set, Both Pwd, F/P SRR, OB......................$650.00
RY Models (Yoder) Brass C&O Woodside Caboose LN, OB......$375.00
USH PRR N5 Caboose, New w/Trucks, N/P, OB.........................$250.00
OM PS2-CD Covered Hopper, C/P ATSF, OB, LN.....................$319.00
PRB SP Gunderson D.Stack Set, LN, OB..................................$1, 395.00
Sunnyside PRR N5e Caboose, N/P, OB...............................$309.00
MG PRR N8 Caboose, N/P, NOB...................................................$250.00
Alco PRR N6a, C/P or N/P..............................................................Seach 225.00

AOCC*

*All Offers Cordially Considered

Layaway Available
LSASE for Complete List
Shipping 6% - $6.95 Min., $15.00 Max
Ohio Residents Add 6.75% Sales Tax
Estates/Liquidations
Collection Reductions
The history of our hobby has seen a consistent and growing trend toward greater accuracy in modeling standards. As manufacturing abilities have increased and become more cost-effective, better models made to more precise tolerances keep coming to market. You don’t have to go back in time very far to the days when just getting models in any of the popular scales to stay on the track or run smoothly was a major focus of one’s hobby activities. However, even in those early days, there were those who had a vision of track and wheels that looked and operated as well as the real thing. In O Scale, finescale modeling or P48 has been around for over forty years, yet there still seems to be a lot of mystery and confusion about this aspect of O Scale. If the comments and questions I hear on-and-offline are any indication, a closer look at the basics of P48 modeling are in order.

**Definition and Bit of History**

Just what is P48? The term refers to a set of dimensional standards that defines a wheel profile - the flange depth, the width of the tire and the tread angle - all taken directly from prototype specifications in this case, the Association of American Railroads, or AAR. It also defines the correct track gauge of 4’8-1/2”, as opposed to the NMRA gauge of 5’ (Photos 1-2). This also includes the correct flangeway clearance and depth for turnout and crossing frogs and guardrails, along with the proper spacing of switchpoints, which again are a major refinement of the NMRA dimensions for standard O Scale (Photo 3, page 40).

As many of you may know, P48 got its start in the 1960s and at the time was known as 1/4” AAR. Some of the earliest supporters were Lee Klaus, Al Henning and Bill Clouser among others. These pioneering modelers had to work entirely from scratch, manufacturing their own wheels and other needed parts since no commercial components were available at the time. In fact, a set of cohesive, prototype based standards for O Scale had yet to be established by anyone. Their efforts and the work of others, who were inspired by the...
possibilities, gradually began to get the attention of the model press of those days. Many of you will remember the articles by Lee Klaus on converting standard O gauge locomotives to the new prototypical tolerances, and who could ignore the magnificent traction models with accurate wheels Bill Clouser was building in the 1960s? Perhaps most significant was the first publication of prototype based dimensional standards by Bob Brown in his *Finelines* magazine.

In time, accurately dimensioned, commercially made wheelsets became available from individuals like Bill Clouser and companies such as Grandt Line and Northwest Shortline, making this refined level of modeling more accessible. Today you can get trucks and replacement wheels from a number of sources, along with track components making the entry into P48 relatively easy. There are several websites devoted to P48 modeling that are excellent resources for information such as the [Proto48 Modeler](http://www.p48.org) and the P48 Yahoo group [http://groups.yahoo.com/group/p48_modeler/].

**A Concept and a Commitment**

During the 1980s, much work was done to encourage the NMRA to recognize and formalize 1/4"AAR Standards as an alternative to 1-1/4" gauge. The term Proto48 came to be understood as a concept that encompassed accurate modeling of the whole scene, including the detailing of the track and right-o-way, as well as the rolling stock, which included accurately modeling the entire car with regard to details like ladders, grab irons, brake systems and running boards - parts that were often grossly oversized or even non-existent in some cases. P48 is a commitment, too, in the sense that more work will be required to convert ready-to-run cars and locomotives (especially steam) to prototype based standards. Gene Deimling, a well respected P48 modeler, relayed the following: "There wasn’t much available in the late 1960s in the way of finely detailed kits for either locos or cars. Scratch-building became a necessity rather than an option. Today, you can get accurate models without resorting to building. You still have to make the effort to convert the equipment and to adopt a track gauge different from others."

I would also suggest that the finescale concept is being extended by some beyond track and rolling stock into areas such as scenery, where trees and ground cover are more faithfully rendered to resemble their full size counterparts (Photo 4).

**Why Switch to P48 Standards?**

Today we have a much greater knowledge base of prototype practices. It’s this emphasis on prototype accuracy and quality of craftsmanship that characterizes much of the work in P48 today. This is attractive to many modelers who have grown bored with the ready-to-run, shake-the-box aspects of other scales. Former HO modeler and P48 newcomer Robert Henniger states his reason for switching scales:

“I decided to make the switch to P48 from HO because I became frustrated when assembling HO resin freight cars. I couldn’t see the details as well as I would like. I found that often the details are less durable than I would like. The P48 models I have seen are so realistic that for me it was a no-brainer. I am willing to tolerate the relative lack of availability and conversion hassles to build fewer but better detailed models.”

Robert’s sentiments are echoed by many who work in P48 such as Warner Clark, whose Maumee Basin Lines layout is well known in these pages. Warner states:

“I chose P48 as I was coming out of HO. Since I like to build models (vs. complex operations) any time I spend more than four hours on a given model I want it to be accurate, not with a 5 foot gauge and 8” wide wheels with deep flanges. Not having a large investment in O gauge, made the choice easy for me. For my taste, quality is more important than quantity.”

Clearly, many who work in P48 have made a commitment to a degree of detailing and craftsmanship that goes far beyond what most modelers are satisfied with. It really boils down to the choices of what one wants out of the hobby. For many, P48 expresses the fullest potential of what O Scale offers: models big enough to render and appreciate fine details, the opportunity to hone model building skills to a high degree and rolling stock that works as well as it looks. Which gets us to an issue I’ve heard many questions about: Does this stuff really work?

**Operational Reliability**

When you gather a bunch of O Scalers together to discuss P48, invariably someone will ask: “Does this stuff really work?"
or just sit there and look great?” As someone who has an operating P48 layout, I can answer with an unqualified: “Yes. It runs as good as it looks.” If one takes care in building good track and cars—as you should do regardless of what scale you model in—there are no more complications to achieving reliable operations than you would find in standard O Scale or for that matter, any other scale. In fact, my experience has been that P48 track and wheels are often more reliable because they are designed to operate as an integrated system just like the prototype.

There has been some discussion about curve radii centered on the question of whether one needs wider radius curves for reliable operation in P48. The answer is: “It depends.” It depends on what type of locomotive and rolling stock you want to run. Obviously, large steam engines with a long rigid wheelbase like a 4-8-4, 2-10-2 or even a 4-12-2, will need the widest curves you can possibly manage, just like their full-sized counterparts. The same holds true for close coupled, full-length passenger cars. A fact we modelers seem to forget is that even the prototype often had to restrict their largest locomotives to certain divisions because of tight curves. Even the widest curves (80-100+ inches) on a model railroad represent very sharp curves by prototype standards.

To sum up, is P48 for everyone? At this stage probably not, due to the current lack of ready-to-run components such as track and locomotives. Those who have an extensive roster of 1-1/4” gauge rolling stock with an existing layout will basically have to start over, an expensive option to say the least. Those whose enjoyment of the hobby is just watching a train go will likely find the conversion work frustrating. However, for modelers just entering O Scale, or who want more than passive entertainment from their hobby and are seeking to learn about the prototype along with some new skills, P48 may prove very satisfying. It’s a matter of choice. Gene Deimling probably sums it up best:

“Proto48 or 1/4”AAR developed from a set of wheel and track standards to a way of looking at my modeling. I was able to think in terms of the model I am building and making it as good as I can.”

---

**MT. ALBERT SCALE MODELS PRESENTS**

**THE FIRE STATION**

No. 4 in a Series of Limited Edition Craftsman Kits - O Scale 1:48

Original Design by Roger Malinowski
Laser Cut Plywood and Basswood
Diecast Fire Engine Included
Detail Parts from Aspen Scale Models
CD-ROM with Full Instructions and Construction Photos

**WATCH OUR WEBSITE FOR NBWS**
**LIMITED RUN - $170.00 plus shipping**
**EMAIL OR PHONE YOUR RESERVATION TODAY**

PO Box 1218, Mt. Albert, ON L0G 1M0 CANADA
905-473-3161 905-473-3891 fax  mail@mtalbert.com  www.mtalbert.com

---

**UNION PACIFIC ‘O’ SCALE “BIG BOY” & “CHALLENGER”**

DCC or DC - Sound - Painted - Weathered or as Delivered “NEW” - Proto 48 or 5’ Gauge

Wasatch Model Company
www.wasatchmodels.com
P.O. Box 5669 Vernon Hills, IL 60061

Richard Kindig
Photo
NEWS: Dremel 4000 Rotary Too; MSRP: $79 to $149
800-437-3635. • www.dremel.com

The Dremel® brand takes rotary tool technology to a new level with the introduction of the Dremel 4000, a new top-of-the-line corded rotary tool. Featuring a variable speed range of 5,000 to 35,000 rotations per minute, it is the only Dremel rotary tool compatible with all Dremel accessories and attachments, plus the MultiSaw and Planer attachments originally created for the 400 Series XPR rotary tool. In addition, new attachments will debut with the Dremel 4000: the Detailer’s Grip, which enables the addition of a pistol grip to the tool and the Sanding/Grinding Guide, which allows users to guide a work piece to a securely mounted rotary tool or guide the tool along the edge of a flat or beveled surface.

The Dremel 4000 features new motor technology. New electronic feedback control offers consistent power, as it senses workloads and adjusts to maintain tool speed. Replaceable brushes extend the motor life and a larger fan motor keeps the tool cool.

A slim, sleek design with a 360-degree grip zone and an additional pencil-grip nose cap enables added comfort and stability. A separate on/off switch and speed dial were strategically placed so as not to interfere with the grip. The speed dial features easy-to-read speed settings for accurate dialing. An innovative shaft lock mechanism lets users lock the output shaft quickly when changing accessories.

The Dremel 4000 comes with a five-year warranty and will be available beginning in October 2009 at most hardware stores and home improvement centers nationwide.

NEWS: Micro-Mark #84434 Grain Enhancer tool; MSRP: $22.95
800-225-1066 • www.micromark.com

The Grain Enhancer tool has a hot, grooved blade that quickly adds a rough, weather-worn appearance to smooth-surfaced sheet or stripwood. Draw the hot blade along the surface of the wood to make grain stand out. Use on model barns, sheds, piers, bridges, other weathered structures and rolling stock. The 30 Watt iron heats to 720 F to emboss grain permanently. The Grain Enhancer can be used either before or after assembly or staining. The tool includes 5 blades and instructions.

Highlands Station, LLC, 600 Dudley St., Lakewood CO 80215 www.HighlandsStationLLC.com

Highlands Station LLC has released their 11th and 12th digital books. Book #11 is GP20: The First Turbo Geep by George Melvin. It contains George’s exceptional series on EMD’s GP20, their first turbo Geep. It documents the GP20’s use by original owners and many of their subsequent owners and provides a photographic record of these engines. The CD contains 57 high-resolution photos, 30 in color, of GP20s in use by all of its American buyers. A valuable research tool for Diesel modelers and railfans alike, it is presented in PDF format.

Their 12th book is Alco PA: The Burly Beauty by George Melvin. This CD book contains George’s outstanding series on Alco’s PA, which he refers to as “the Burly Beauty.” It documents the PA’s use by ATSF, D&H, D&RGW, Erie, E-L, GM&O, LV, MKT, MP, NdeM, NYC, NKP, NH, PRR, SOU, SP, UP and Wabash, and provides a photographic record of these engines. George also covers the history of the development of early dieselization on the roads that purchased the PAs. You’ll find photos of PAs in use by its American and Mexican buyers. Series contains 89 photos, of which 40 are in color. Also included as a Special Bonus are 15 additional pages that contain five of Rich Picariello’s Diesel Detail Close-Ups for ATSF, D&RGW, MP, SP and UP PA (and PB) locomotives. This CD book is a valuable research tool for both Diesel modelers and railfans alike.

On both books, all text is fully searchable, and all of the high-resolution photos can be zoomed in on for close examination of every detail...something not possible with a printed version. Because the images are 300 dpi rather than the more common 96 dpi, readers can get an extremely close look at fine details. Pages can be printed for personal use.

Retail price for each book is $12.95 plus $4.85 S&H per order (US). S&H via International Priority Mail to Canada and Mexico is $10.95; $12.95 for all other countries.

NEWS: Model Railroad Structures from A To Z by Wayne & Mary Cay Wesolowski
Carstens Publications, PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860-0700 888-526-5365 * www.carstens-publications.com

Carstens Publication Inc. is pleased to announce the release of Model Railroad Structures From A to Z. Veteran modeler and authors Wayne and Mary Cay Wesolowski share the information modeler railroaders need to design and build great structures for their layouts. The book retails for $15.95 (Plus S/H, please see website or call for details) and is available at hobby shops, or can be ordered online at [www.rmmodelcraftsman.com/depot-new.com] or by calling toll free (US & Canada) 1-888-526-5365. Printed on 80# paper and 100# coated cover stock, this vertical-format (10.875’ H x 8.375’ W) perfect-bound softcover book features detailed photographs and diagrams to help modelers get the most out of scratchbuilding.

That 12th book is Alco PA: The Burly Beauty by George Melvin. This CD book contains George’s outstanding series on Alco’s PA, which he refers to as “the Burly Beauty.” It documents the PA’s use by ATSF, D&H, D&RGW, Erie, E-L, GM&O, LV, MKT, MP, NdeM, NYC, NKP, NH, PRR, SOU, SP, UP and Wabash, and provides a photographic record of these engines. George also covers the history of the development of early dieselization on the roads that purchased the PAs. You’ll find photos of PAs in use by its American and Mexican buyers. Series contains 89 photos, of which 40 are in color. Also included as a Special Bonus are 15 additional pages that contain five of Rich Picariello’s Diesel Detail Close-Ups for ATSF, D&RGW, MP, SP and UP PA (and PB) locomotives. This CD book is a valuable research tool for both Diesel modelers and railfans alike.

On both books, all text is fully searchable, and all of the high-resolution photos can be zoomed in on for close examination of every detail...something not possible with a printed version. Because the images are 300 dpi rather than the more common 96 dpi, readers can get an extremely close look at fine details. Pages can be printed for personal use.

Retail price for each book is $12.95 plus $4.85 S&H per order (US). S&H via International Priority Mail to Canada and Mexico is $10.95; $12.95 for all other countries.
Model Rectifier Corporation has announced the Tech 6 that combines their power pack technology, reliability and control, with their DCC BlackBox. The Tech 6 will allow you to operate either an analog DC or a DCC decoder equipped locomotive. Two versions will be available; 2 amp capacity for HO Scale and a 6 amp capacity for O Scale. A mode switch selects between analog DC or BlackBox DCC technology. The Tech 6 features full NMRA 28 function access.

Model Rectifier Corporation has also been named the exclusive distributor and marketing agent for the U.S. and Mexico for JTT Scenery Products. JTT is one of the world’s leading makers of handmade miniature trees and landscaping materials for model railroad layouts, model dioramas, and craft projects. JTT offers hobbyists the largest variety of tree species and sizes on the market. Depending on the species and the series, these remarkably realistic trees are available in a range from 1” to 18” tall, useful from Z through G scales. The JTT lineup embraces trees as well as ground covers: grass mats, gravel and rocks for ballast and landscaping, turf coverings, chopped leaves, foliage clusters, field grass and more.

### THE WESTERN RESERVE “O” SCALE TRAIN SHOW

**CLEVELAND, OHIO**

**SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2009**

**ADMISSION: $6.00**

**9:00 AM - 2:00 PM**

**6’ TABLES - $37.00**

**LAKELAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE**

190 AND ST. RT. 306 (S.E. CORNER)

HELD IN THE AUXILIARY GYM / ATHLETIC CENTER

24 HR. POLICE • PUBLIC WELCOME • FREE PARKING • 2-RAIL “O” SCALE ONLY • PLEASE NO OTHER GAUGES

SORRY NO PASSES ACCEPTED AT THIS SHOW • THIS SHOW IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH THE WESTERN RESERVE O SCALE COMMITTEE WHO ANNUALLY PUT ON A SIMILAR SHOW

**BOB FRIEDEN**

9695 CHILICOTHE ROAD • KIRTLAND, OHIO 44094 • 440-256-8141 • FAX: 440-256-1749

**MULLET RIVER MODEL WORKS**

118 HUSON CT. • PLYMOUTH, WI 53073

Phone 920-892-8159

WWW.mulletrivermodelworks.com

**O Scale Caboose Models**

- Laser cut plywood body with working windows
- Full interior with roof ribs and partitions
- Separate doors can be modeled in the open position
- Working windows
- Etched brass underframes

See your dealer or our website for more photos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O Scale Caboose Models</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>403001 SOO Line Caboose with single window cupola</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403002 SOO Line Caboose with two side window cupola</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403003 DSS&amp;K Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403004 C&amp;NW Caboose with no end windows</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403005 C&amp;NW Caboose with end windows</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403006 C&amp;NW Caboose with all wood underframe</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403007 Big Four Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403008 Milwaukee Road Caboose with tall cupola</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403009 CB&amp;Q 28’ Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403010 CB&amp;Q 30’ Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403011 SOO Line 34’ Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403012 Central of Georgia Caboose with tongue and groove side</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403013 Yosemite Valley Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403014 Central of Georgia Caboose with plywood side</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403015 Colorado &amp; Southern Caboose standard gauge</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403016 C&amp;NW Bay Window Caboose with tongue and groove side</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403017 C&amp;O-Pere Marquette Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 403018 Southern Pacific C-30-1 Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 403019 Southern Pacific CS-15 Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 403020 Grand Trunk Western Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 403021 New York Central Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 403022 Boston &amp; Albany Caboose</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REVIEW: Accucraft On30 Plymouth Diesel Switcher, #AM55-013; (Also available in On3, #AM55-011); MSRP: $220
American Model Supply, 32268 Central Ave., Union City CA 94587
510-324-3399 • www.amstrains.com

Reviewed by Al Askerberg

The Prototype
Plymouth produced industrial switchers in a wide range of sizes ranging from 2½ to 70 tons and in any gauge the customer desired. They have been used on all manner of mining, logging, and industrial railroads and many are still in service. According to Accucraft, this model is based on a 3-foot gauge 18 ton HLC type 3 Plymouth built in 1927 as construction number 2522. It was originally built as a 2-4-2 and later converted to a 0-4-0. It is presumed to have been scrapped by its last owner, although some sister HL units are probably still working. I found the model to be an accurate and faithful replica based on studies of numerous photographs and a description of the class in the book, Critters, Dinkys, and Centercabs, by Jay Reed.

The Model
The Accucraft model is made mostly of brass and stain- less steel. The DC powered motor drives the locomotive through a gearbox and the model is DCC-ready. The model weighs eight ounces and I measured it at 17”-6” long over the pilot steps, 7”-6” wide exclusive of rear marker lights, and 9”-8” high from railhead. The superstructure is very well crafted with excellent detail that includes interior cab detail. I especially like the open flared louvers and lift rings on the hood. The model is finished with a nice matte yellow finish that should make weathering with dry chalks easy and effective. Because the cab walls are prototypically thin, window glazing would add considerably to the realism of the model. It should not be difficult for the modeler to add the glazing if desired. The body is fastened to the frame by four small bolts.

The instructions provided indicate how to remove the shell safely and to perform other maintenance operations. Additional information on installing DCC and sound is available on the support page of the web site at [www/amstrains.com]. I recommend referring to this on-line document before attempting to remove the shell. I would like to have seen this document included with the kit.

An unusual and delightful touch is the working marker lights on all four corners of the locomotive. Unfortunately, the rear markers are apparently soldered to the cab by only a small tab about 1/16” square. One of the markers was missing when I opened the package. I found later that it had fallen inside the cab, so it was not lost. Re-soldering it would be difficult without damaging the paint, but I suspect a dab of CA would affect the repair. All the markers are lit by grain-of-wheat bulbs, and the headlight and backup light are directionally lit.

Fidelity
The prototype HL models were built with girder beam side rails to which weights could be bolted. The model represents the beams with weights installed with correct bolts arrangement. I could not locate any plans to verify measurements, but I saw nothing to suggest any significant deviation from the prototype other than the coupler pockets discussed below.

Compatibility
This model is available in both On3 and On30 versions. Most On30 modelers use HO coupler height as a standard while On3 couplers are mounted somewhat higher. Accucraft has provided for this difference in an interesting and effective way. Photos of the prototype that I found had four coupler pockets aligned vertically on the buffer plates to accommodate various coupler mountings. Accucraft has provided two slightly larger pockets designed to accommodate Kadee® No. 5 coupler boxes. The lower pocket is at standard HO height while the upper pocket is at the On3 standard height. Mounting of the Kadee® box is simple and secure. Two bolts, already in place, are loosened to insert the coupler box and then re-installed. It is not necessary to remove the bolts entirely from the frame which lessens the chance of losing them during installation. The wheels were in proper gauge as measured with an NMRA HO standards Gage.

Performance
The model is DC and was tested with an MRC® Tech II 2500. The lamps began to glow at about 2 volts and increased in intensity to about 6 volts. At 2.5 volts the locomotive began to crawl while drawing 0.1 amps. At 12 volts the locomotive drew 0.2 amps. Although I did not measure the scale speeds, the locomotive appeared to run at appropriately slow speeds throughout the voltage range. I believe the prototype was limited to 20 mph.

The instruction manual recommends lubrication every few hours. It does not state whether the model was shipped with factory lubrication. I suspect it might not be factory lubricated as the model sometimes ran with some hesitation, particularly in reverse. I suspect proper lubrication and running in would correct this. Generally, the model ran smoothly and quietly. Pulling power seemed appropriate. The engine easily pulled six cars on level track.

Conclusions
This is a very fine model of a type of narrow gauge workhorse that you might expect to find on almost any narrow gauge line. It runs well and looks great. Regrettably, I must return the review model but if it were mine to keep, I would try to add window glazing, some light chalk weathering, and put her to work.
There is more to building a layout than simply benchwork, track, structures and scenery. There is also a different dynamic to building a layout depending on the scale it is being built in.

Mike Cougill has started a series of booklets called the Master Class Modeling Series. The first book titled *Pieces of the Puzzle* is 45 pages long and is divided into five chapters. In addition, you get a photo CD with the pictures in color and additional material not in the book. This book covers the various aspects to building a layout in ¼" scale as it relates to finescale modeling. However, if you are not a finescale modeler, do not pass on this material as it is usable for building any O Scale layout. In the book Mike takes the reader through the process of how he designed and built his Indiana & Whitewater Railroad.

Chapter 1 covers the prototype line Mike chose from it’s beginning as a canal in the early 1800s to present day. Seeing the history explained the “whats” and why Mike built his railroad the way he did. It showed that having a history for one’s railroad really adds to the layout’s design and execution. This is true whether you are building a prototype or a freelanced line. As Mike states in Chapter 2, even the shortest of shortlines present problems when reduced to model form. So in this chapter he explains why he included or didn’t include the different features from the prototype. He explains what worked, what didn’t and why.

Chapter 3 covers the actual layout design. Mike covers the design features of his railroad, but also, many features of layout design in general are presented here. He explains why he didn’t build a duckunder at the door to expand the layout to the other side of the room as originally planned. He also covered how you don’t need a barn sized space for O Scale and how you could achieve a realistic scene in a space as narrow as 16” wide.

Chapter 4 tells about what he actually built. Mike describes scenes he liked and why. He also covers size limitations and other layout issues as they relate to O Scale. For example, there is the fact that using a #10 turnout can take up 4’ of layout space to get two cars to clear each other. Wow! I didn’t know that. He also covers the structures and why he couldn’t include all he wanted. There is much information on the scenery construction too. He explains how we rarely consider the vertical elements of layout design and how to place trees and other details in such a fashion as to not interfere with operation, but still look prototypical. He covers how additional scenes he didn’t include in the design became obvious when building had begun. For example, there is one scene where you can see the trains through the trees. Mike explains how that scene came to be and how it’s his favorite photo spot on the layout. This is very often an element not seen on most layouts. It was nice to see trains passing through a scene and not “by one” as is so often modeled. Scenery elements don’t have to be sacrificed in favor of operation.

Chapter 5, as the proverbial saying goes; “the best laid plans etc.” covers changes to the layout. This is always a difficult thing to do but often necessary when building a layout. Mike describes the things he discovered that didn’t work and how he was going to change them, such as the additions to the grain elevator scene that are covered in detail. I’m really glad Mike included this information in the book.

I found this book very interesting and easy to read. It is written with the same informative and friendly style that Mike writes in his *O Scale Trains* column. He actually includes references to his articles that offer additional information which I considered a nice addition to the book. The only major negative to the book is the black and white pictures. These leave much to be desired. They are unfortunately dark, muddy and it’s hard to see what is being presented. This even more true when it comes to the track plan which was hand drawn. This would be fine anywhere else but didn’t transfer to print very well and was actually unreadable.

To the rescue is the CD in the back of the book. This CD consists of 34 pages in a PDF format. All the pictures that are in the book are on this CD except for two. The original track plan as well as a second one which shows the layout as it was actually built is included here. There are also extra pictures and additional information on the CD to enhance the book. I’m very glad that this CD was included with the book. Besides correcting the printing problems of the book, it is in a format that allows you to enlarge the pictures. I was able enlarge many of the pictures on my computer to nearly full size O Scale without losing quality. The track plan that was unreadable in the book was readable and able to be enlarged on the CD. This was a very nice feature and helps to really see what was being presented in the extra pictures and the book.

I would recommend this book to anyone building, or like me, contemplating building a layout. The next book in the series will be on building trackwork. I’m really looking forward to it and any future books in this series.
REVIEW: Kit#101, Harriman 40’ RPO; MSRP: $125 plus $10 shipping
Southern Car & Foundry, 970 Sunshine Ln, Ste D, Altamonte Springs Fl 32714
407-389-3100 • www.southerncarandfoundry.com

Reviewed by Joe Giannovario

Background*

According to Kyle K. Williams Wyatt, Curator of Railroad Operations, at the California State Railroad Museum, 8 Class 40-P-1 40 foot RPO cars were built, 5 for the Texas Lines of SP and 3 for the SP itself. The Texas Lines cars were numbered: Houston & Texas Central (later T&NO) 251 (or 250), H&TC 250 (or 251), ML&T 191-192, and LW 193. The 3 SP cars were numbered 4239-4241.

The five Texas Lines cars were converted to baggage - 15 foot RPO cars in the 1920s. H&TC 250-251 were converted in June 1925. The Texas Lines were consolidated under the T&NO name in 1931, with cars retaining their numbers. Most were converted to baggage-express service, with the mail compartment removed.

LW/T&NO 193 was sold to the Yosemite Valley RR as #107 in 1938. It went to the Virginia & Truckee as #23 in 1946. It is presently preserved by the Pacific Locomotive Association, painted as YV #107.

ML&T/T&NO 191-192 remained on the Texas Lines and were eventually scrapped there.

H&TC/T&NO 250-251 were transferred to the Pacific Lines in 1944, renumbered as 6008-6009. It is unclear which Texas Lines car received which Pacific Lines number, although it seems likely that they were renumbered in sequence. The cars were used frequently on the San Francisco Peninsula.

SP 6008 became (MofW?) caboose 2132 in 1956, and was retired in Merced in 1964.

SP 6009 became caboose 475 in 1956 and was used as a transfer caboose on the San Bruno branch. It was retired in 1972 and acquired by the Pacific Coast chapter, R&LHS. In 1979 it was purchased by the California State Railroad Museum. It was originally planned to restore it as a baggage-RPO for the museum, but the GN RPO was acquired and was nearly complete, so that car went into the museum. SP 6009 remains stored, and is not on display. The number SP 6009 was found on the car body by the museum during paint research.

The Model

The kit consists of fine resin castings with a one piece body and one piece underframe, cast resin and brass detail parts, plus laser-cut acrylic windows. The modeler must supply trucks, couplers, paint and lettering. A few extra parts are included so the modeler can choose between an as-built version or the modified Yosemite Valley version.

Assembly

The body casting requires minimal clean up, mostly the window openings require some flash removal. The same can be said for the frame. Test fit the frame to be sure it fits easily into the body.

The laser-cut windows are a nice touch. The front side of each window has the release paper trimmed for “glass” and “non-glass” areas. The idea is to mount the window in its opening, finish the body detailing, paint the body and then remove the paper from only the “glass” areas. This leaves the painted “non-glass” paper to act as the window frames. Do this only with the 6 main windows, not the windows that fit in the doors. Each of the six main windows had to be filed on one long edge to fit centered into the window opening.

I had a bit of trouble with assembly in that the CA glue I used (2 different types) did not want to set instantly against this resin. I found I had to hold parts in place and wait for the CA to set. I tried to use CA to hold the windows in place but this didn’t seem to work well and I was afraid the CA might glue the release paper to the acrylic. I used carpenter’s yellow glue to hold the windows in place.

Many of the detail parts are delicate and require a light-handed touch to work with them. Although the resin is quite flexible it does not take much to break a piece. The cast brass steps are also quite delicate. They all require a twist at the top for mounting to the body. Make sure you twist in the correct direction because you only get to do it once.

As I am relatively unfamiliar with passenger equipment I had trouble figuring out how to mount the steps at the ends of the car and ended up substituting different steps than came with the kit.
I mounted PSC #9118 brass 8’ wheelbase passenger trucks to the model but the new MTH 2-Rail trucks for their 64’ woodside passenger car (P/N 20-89012) would work as well and be less expensive.

Because of the way in which SC&F designed the underbody you need to use Kadee 806 couplers with the short draft gear box designed for use with F-units, otherwise you will have to carve back the centersill casting for the standard Kadee draft gear.

**Fidelity**

I was unable to find any drawings for this car but, comparing it to photos online, it looks very good.

**Conclusion**

The original instruction were brief and assumed you had experience in assembling kits of this type. Many photos were substituted for written directions. These instructions were too brief and the photos too small. Figuring out where parts went was taxing.

While I was assembling the model I communicated with Jon Cagle at Southern Car & Foundry and suggested rewrites/changes to the instruction sheets. Jon made almost all those changes and the result will be a better experience for the model builder. He has added more assembly instructions, a full parts layout, a full size diagram of the underbody detail, and larger photos. Jon will also make a PDF of the instructions available on his website. The advantage of a PDF version is that the photos are in color which helps distinguishing details and you can zoom in on a photo for a closer look at parts and assemblies.

While this may be a unique Harriman prototype, it’s short length makes it an ideal model for smaller O Scale railroads and every road needs an RPO. I’ve painted my model Tuscan red and it will be lettered for a free-lance railroad to run on my new branchline layout.

**References**

*My Espee Modeler’s Archive* [http://espee.railfan.net/sp-rpo-475.html]

---

**REVIEW: Atlas O Trainman U23B 2-Rail; MSRP: $249.95**

Atlas O, LLC, 378 Florence Avenue, Hillside NJ 07205
908-687-9590 • www.atlason.com

Reviewed By Gene Clements

**Prototype Information**

Built by GE (General Electric Corp.) from August 1968 until June 1977, a total of 465 units were produced for American and Mexican Railroads. The U23B concept was GE’s answer to EMD’s GP38 for an intermediate sized horsepower unit for mainline service. Equipped with the FDL-12, 12-cylinder Diesel engine rated at 2,250 horsepower, the frame and car body was borrowed from the U30B. The U23B came with GE type B trucks but could be ordered with GE’s floating-bolster trucks, while some units that were produced used the EMD Blomberg B trucks from trade in locos.

**The Model**

Originally announced by Atlas O in July 2008, the U23B is the latest offering in the Trainman line of locomotives. Current paint schemes offered are Lehigh Valley (review model), Delaware & Hudson, Louisville & Nashville (L&N) and Santa Fe. The engine is available in 2-Rail DC, conventional 3-Rail and 3-Rail TMCC control and sound.

Three different truck sideframes are available according to the version modeled: GE Type B, GE Floating-Bolster and the EMD Blomberg B Truck. The review model comes equipped with Atlas O metal Kadee compatible couplers in a new design draft gear box, conversion to Kadee’s #805’s should be possible and easier than before. Also worth mentioning are the smaller pilot openings for the coupler and draft gear boxes.

**Fidelity & Compatibility**

For reference, *Railroad Model Craftsman* has an excellent article and scale drawings of the U23B in its June 1988 issue. No need to beat a dead horse concerning the paint and lettering work. The review model matched photos from the library concerning Lehigh Valley units from the 1960s & ’70s. The colors appear correct and expertly done, and the lettering is sharp and crisp. It has become obvious from past experience that Atlas does their homework prior to releasing a decorated model.

Body mounted details include the front and rear plows, grab irons, horn, coupler lift levers on the pilot and safety railings. Walkway railings are attached to the body giving the unit a more prototypical appearance. Details such as the windshield wipers and body louvers, while cast into the body, are highlighted with paint to enhance their appearance. The model matches the prototype dimensions of 60’2” over the drawbars with truck centers at 36’2”.

**Performance**

Equipped with the usual twin vertical can motor system, I must make note of some new engineer-
ing and what I consider to be improvements. The truck's gearbox assembly appears to be the new type used for the 3/2 rail wheel set conversion that is currently being used by other companies such as MTH. It should be possible to create a 2-Rail TMCC version by changing out the 3-Rail wheelsets and couplers for 2-Rail items.

In testing this engine, it is definitely stronger and will pull more than the MP15 simply due to its weight. Weighing in at 4 pounds 8 ounces the engine will develop 6 ounces of drawbar pull prior to slipping. On my layout this translated into 15 weighted freight cars on a 2% grade. The engine will start moving at 1 volt, while the directional LED yellowish tint headlights illuminate at 1.5 volts. Slow and medium speed performance was excellent. High speed appears to be faster than the prototype's rating. Rated at O-36 for 3-Rail and 36” radius for 2-Rail, the model negotiated 36” radius industrial track and no. 5 turnouts on my layout with ease. Mainline operation was excellent.

The conversion to DCC is not complicated but it is more than plug and play. Detailed instructions are included that walk you through a DCC decoder installation. A sound decoder could also be installed as the fuel tank is set up to house a speaker. An upgrade to the “Gold Series” standards would not be complicated and should be possible to complete by a moderately experienced modeler.

Conclusions
The U23B is a very impressive model that looks and operates great. If you’re a GE or Atlas fan in the market for a medium-duty 4-axle road switcher from the late ‘60s that can still be found in operation on various shortlines today, then this engine will fit the bill.

It appears the people at Atlas O are listening to their customer base and have delivered. Not only do we now have a 1960-70s era GE road Diesel, but the model includes new engineering that I hope will become an industry wide standard, plus the smaller pilot openings are a requested modification by many modelers. In the Atlas O Alco 630 review I said: “How about some EMD and GEs from the same time period for competition purposes? Those I have experience on as a Hoghead.” I would like to think Atlas O was listening.

REVIEW: Milw. Rd Baltic F6a 4-6-4, MSRP: w/o Sound $995; with Sound (2 or 3-Rail) $1095
Weaver Models, PO Box 231, Northumberland PA 17857
570-473-9434 • www.weavermodels.com

Reviewed by Joe Giannovario

Background
The Milwaukee Road’s 4-6-4s were considered the road’s best steam locomotives. Class F6 (#6400 - #6413) consisted of 14 engines built in the first quarter of 1930. The eight engines that became class F6a (#6414 - #6421) were all built by Baldwin and delivered in October and November of 1931. Rather than use the more common nickname of “Hudson” for the 4-6-4 wheel arrangement, the Milwaukee Road called them Baltics. All of the F6s were renumbered into 100 series road numbers in 1938.

The F6a was 4,000 lbs. heavier than the F6 and had a driver diameter of 80” and a driving wheelbase of 14ft. Cylinders were 26 x 28 inches and the locomotive made 45,250 lbs. tractive effort. Other differences included Baker valve gear vs. Walschaert’s, Wilson feedwater heaters vs. Coffin, and various appliance locations. The tender had a cast steel water-bottom frame and welded sides riding on 6-wheel Commonwealth trucks and held 15,000 gallons of water and 20 tons of coal.

The Model
The model I tested was numbered 139 meaning it is a post-1938 version of #6419 built in November of 1931. The model is made of brass and constructed in the typical manner with factory paint and lettering. The paint is very nice and the lettering is crisp. The model was tested on DC only with no sound, although Weaver does offer it in 2-Rail with sound (TMCC) and 3-Rail with sound and smoke for a $100 premium.

The model had one nice touch you don’t often see, cab curtains. The curtains are a molded plastic piece on the back wall of the cab. A little bit of paint and weathering would make them look pretty good in my opinion. Another nice touch was the provision of two pilots: one boilerube
and one sheet metal with drop coupler. These are not just pilots but the entire front deck assembly including the air pump.

**Fidelity**

I compared the model to drawings in the June 2000 *Mainline Modeler*. Almost every measurement I took on the locomotive and tender came out exactly as in the drawing. The only place I found a discrepancy was in the tender truck wheelbase. It should be 8’ 4” and the model’s was 8’ 9”. This led to a discrepancy in the spacing between the tender trucks to compensate for the model’s slightly longer truck. This slight difference is not noticeable. Overall, the model matches the drawing’s dimensions very closely and was detailed as shown in the drawings.

**Compatibility**

The model came with Weaver’s scale coupler installed and it coupled up to my standard Kadee-equipped test train with no problems. All of the wheels and drivers were checked with an NMRA O Scale gage. The drivers were a bit tight but there were no operational problems with the locomotive running on my layout.

**Performance**

Running light, the F6a ran very well. It started moving at about 1-1/2 volts drawing 400 mA. At that low voltage none of the lights would illuminate. The lights finally came on at 5 volts. At 5 volts and drawing 800mA, the model was running at about 20 scale miles per hour. I rate this as excellent performance. Hudsons are generally passenger locomotives and I do not have a “standard” passenger consist, so I coupled the 4-6-4 to my test train of 10 mixed freight cars. Under load the Hudson drew about 800 mA at 8 volts.

I cannot test on a grade while the new layout is under construction but based on past experience I will bet this engine needs more weight in the boiler for optimum performance. The removal of the smoke unit in the 2-Rail locomotives makes them light-footed.

Under stall conditions, the locomotive drew 1.2 Amps which is well within the range of many DCC decoders should you wish to install one.

**Conclusion**

I am sure more knowledgeable modelers will let us know if this is an accurate model or not. It does run extremely well and looks to be painted and lettered correctly. It has most all the features we have come to expect from a brass steam locomotive. If I were “into” passenger steam engines, this would be one that I would add to my collection.

**References**

Specifications found at [http://www.steamlocomotive.com/hudson/?page=cmstpp]


Shown with alternate pilot.
In the time of steam locomotives and even the first generation of Diesels, the switch stands in yards and major industrial trackage were topped with oil burning lanterns. At night, green and red (or yellow) lenses on the lanterns signaled the position of the track switch to the train crews. Switcher headlights were off most of the time because they would interfere with night vision and a boxcar in front would negate the usefulness of a headlight anyway. For my model railroad, I prefer to make the signals, switch stands, and the like as operational as possible. This includes the lights in caboose marker lamps and switch lamps. Fortunately, since the 1970s, light bulbs small enough to fit in most O Scale railroad signal equipment have been available. However, because of the bulb and wire connection length, the installation can sometimes be difficult. The availability of a white light emitting surface mount diode in size smaller than a common pin head, and with ample lead wires already attached, has solved that problem for me.

The Light Emitting Diode (LED) in the #603 size shines a white or yellowish white light which is about as bright as the much larger 1-1/2 volt miniature bulb I used previously for switch lamps and marker lamps (see OST #13). Photo 1 compares the size of the 603 LED (on the left) with a 1-1/2 volt miniature bulb and the O Scale lamp casting. The LED shown in the photo is the Golden White with six inches of twisted wire lead purchased from Richmond Controls. [www.richmond-controls.com] Richmond Controls also sells another white LED called Sunny White. The Golden White LED seems to me to have a more suitable color temperature and intensity for an oil lantern. The twisted wire leads easily fit down the inside of the small diameter brass tubes that I used for the staffs on the switch stands in Photos 2 and 3. More about making these switchstands later.

I use Tortoise switch machines to operate the turnouts so the switchstands are turned by the point’s throw rod instead of the other way around. Rather than using a separate accessory power supply for the switch lamp’s LEDs, each lamp is connected to the Tortoise through a bridge rectifier and resistor (Figure 1).

The 603 LED emits light out of all surfaces except the bottom where the two wire leads are attached. So for the LED to light all four lenses in a lantern requires positioning the LED horizontally on top of the staff. The LED’s base is a rectangle about .06” by .03”. Drilling the bottom of the lantern casing with a #49 (0.073”) drill gives adequate clearance for slipping the lantern over the LED.

A small amount of CA applied to the bottom of the LED serves as extra insulation from the brass lamp and staff. A bit of white glue holds the LED at the top of the staff before attaching the lamp (Photo 4).

Richmond Controls makes the positive lead in the twisted pair a little longer to identify it. In Figure 1, R is a 1/8 or ¼ watt resistor to limit current to the LED and BR is a full wave bridge rectifier to keep the LED current polarity constant when reversing the Tortoise machine. The value of R is determined from $R = \frac{V}{I}$ where $V$ is the voltage drop across the resistor and $I$ is the current needed by the LED to emit light at the desired intensity. The exact value for $R$ does not seem to be too important. A 1000 ohm resistor is recommended to start with. What is critical is that a resistor must be in the circuit to limit the current to the LED to about 3 milliamps. I tried some 4700 ohm resistors because I had a large supply for signal detection of freight cars on hand and they worked quite well for this application.

Switch Stands
The high switchstand of Photo 2 is constructed from brass castings from the former Timber Creek Railroad Supply switchstand kit. The Southern Pacific used a single wide tie for the head block, which required some modification to the Timber Creek base and crank/link rod assembly. Modeling other switches that used two ties for the head block could probably use these castings as is. The castings are still available direct from Gordon Briggs. [www.timbercreekrr.zoomshare.com] For details, Gordon says to contact him by e-mail at [timbercreekrr@yahoo.com]. The Timber Creek stands were designed for manual operation of the turnout if you prefer not to use switch machines.

I used Special Shapes Co. [www.specialshapes.com] 0.047” diameter brass tubing for the staff and 1/32” by 3/32” flat brass bar to make the crank. The lenses are made from punched colored celluloid and a drop of clear epoxy. The ground throw stand shown in Photo 3 has a switch lamp casting from Keil-Line Products (part #48-439) and the body is modified from a HO switchstand from Rix Products. Whether or not I am doing any “night” operations, I think lighted switch stands that rotate to indicate turnout position are an interesting addition to the layout. Hopefully, this article shows that it is not very difficult to do.
Your source for:
Motive power, rolling stock and structure plans (since 1975)
Quik-Signs sign sets
Scale industry directory
Paper Creek Models
Send $2.00 for catalog

Underground Railway Press
P.O. Box 81405
Brevard, NC 28712-0814

Do you have your copy of the new Guide to Modern O Scale, 2nd Edition? How about Mike Cougill’s Pieces of the Puzzle?

Don’t miss out on these great publications!
See the ad on page 16 for details.

Deichman’s Depot
ATLAS O Scale 2-Rail

3518-1 Conrail “Savings Bond” SD-40 DC/DCC $407.95
3815-2 NS MP-15 DC/DCC 407.95
20040014 PC RS3 7/15 DC 203.95
2004100-2 D&H U23b 212.45
9621 Conrail Hy-Cube Box 72.20
9955 Schmidt’s 50’ PS-1 Box 55.20
9403 NH 50’ PS-1 Box 55.20
9287 ADM (Molecule) 17,600K Tank 66.25
9278 GATX 17,600K Tank 62.25
7974 Southern 89’4’ Flatcar 63.70
9277 Cargill 17,600K Tank 63.70
9476 B&O USRA 5ST Hopper 53.50
9716 WM 1937 AAR DD Box 57.75
9784 Reading X-29 Box 55.20
9802 NYC 40’ USRA Gondola 53.50
9122 Harding Butter40’ Woodside Reefer 62.65
7767 NS Fishbelly 55T Hopper 44.60
9156 Lackawanna 40’ Woodside Reefer 53.50
9527 Armour 40’ Steel Reefer 57.75
7781 Virginian H21a Hopper 55.20
7743 Our Mother’s Cocoa 40’ Woodside Reefer 65.95
7627 Chesbie EV Caboose (Special) 55.00

Deichman’s Depot
110 Iveyside Dr, York PA 17402
Ph: 717-795-1182 • Fax: 717-840-9650
dechmannsdepot@comcast.net
www.deichmannsdepot.com

NEW from Micro-Mark
Laser-Cut Deck Kit for O Gauge Plasticville Truss Bridge

Order #84448 for On30, On3 and S Gauge.
Get our BIG catalog... a $4.00 value... FREE with any order!
Call today to order!
$24.95 S/H extra

Call 1-800-225-1066

B&O USRA 5ST Hopper 53.50

Orders under $50 please add $4.50 for postage and handling. SASE for updated list.

© 2009 Gorilla Glue Company
fOr THe TOUGHesT jObs On planet Earth®
1-800-966-3458 Made in U.S.A.

The Irish
Tracklayer
2685 W. Palo Alto Ave
Fresno CA 93771
www.irishtracklayer.com

Field parts for your interlocking tower: pipe carriers, crank stands and cranks. Visit our web site for details.

ETched brass numbers SP-style, MSRP: $15.

More brass numbers coming soon!

Quik-Signs sign sets
Scale industry directory
Paper Creek Models
Send $2.00 for catalog

East Gary
Car Co.
Dept OST
3828 St. Joseph Ct
Lake Station IN 46405

They’re Back!
Former Indianapolis Car Company sides are now available from new tooling.
Parts #100 & #200
$3.00 each

Do you have your copy of the new Guide to Modern O Scale, 2nd Edition? How about Mike Cougill’s Pieces of the Puzzle?

Don’t miss out on these great publications!
See the ad on page 16 for details.

Deichman’s Depot
110 Iveyside Dr, York PA 17402
Ph: 717-795-1182 • Fax: 717-840-9650
dechmannsdepot@comcast.net
www.deichmannsdepot.com

NEW from Micro-Mark
Laser-Cut Deck Kit for O Gauge Plasticville Truss Bridge

Order #84448 for On30, On3 and S Gauge.
Get our BIG catalog... a $4.00 value... FREE with any order!
Call today to order!
$24.95 S/H extra

Call 1-800-225-1066

B&O USRA 5ST Hopper 53.50

Orders under $50 please add $4.50 for postage and handling. SASE for updated list.

© 2009 Gorilla Glue Company
fOr THe TOUGHesT jObs On planet Earth®
1-800-966-3458 Made in U.S.A.

The Irish
Tracklayer
2685 W. Palo Alto Ave
Fresno CA 93771
www.irishtracklayer.com

Field parts for your interlocking tower: pipe carriers, crank stands and cranks. Visit our web site for details.

ETched brass numbers SP-style, MSRP: $15.

More brass numbers coming soon!
2009 O Scale National Report

The 2009 O Scale National convention is history. The BOSS committee did a great job producing the convention, even if the weather did not cooperate. The venue was great. The food was outstanding. The staff of O Scale Trains Magazine had a great time. Here are some of the highlights: 2009 O Scale Hall of Fame Inductees

- John Eichmann - P48 modeler
- Ken Henry - O Scale modeler from Baltimore area
- Mike Hill - March Meet producer
- Rod Miller - O Scale West producer

Model Contest Winners

Steam 1st Place: B&O E-27 2-8-0 by Bruce Aikman based on a Pearce 2-8-0 with a new cab, valve gear and lots of detail. The tender is an import with extra detail.

Steam 2nd Place: John Glaab entered this C&O G9 2-8-0 built by John Gascoyne. The engine is scratchbuilt except for the drivers, motor and a few commercial castings. John worked without plans using only an erection diagram and photos.

Traction 1st Place: Lake Shore Elec. Rwy #27 was built by Dick Manning starting with a LaBelle kit and adding details and Wagner power trucks.

Traction 2nd Place: Richard Crooks’ 80 series Brill Car.
Diesel 1st Place: SR GP9 built by Dave Friedlander from a Red Caboose GP kit with many extra details.
Diesel 2nd Place: (no photo): A trio of MTH CSX Diesels detailed and weathered by Mike Pitogo. (Sorry about the no pix Mike!)

Passenger 1st Place: B&O 8-1-2 Pullman by Nick Powell built from an American Standard Car Company kit with extra details.

Passenger 2nd Place: This On30 doodlebug was kit-bashed by Chris Crane from a Bachmann combine. Chris added extra details, power and lighting.

Freight 1st Place: Mike Rahilly took a Red caboose NKP flatcar kit and added a full AB Brake system and the farm equipment loads. (My apologies for the out of focus photo. -Joe)

Freight 2nd Place: SFRD refrigerator entered by Matt Forsythe. No details were given on construction.
Non-revenue 1st Place:
Jack Bartman built this O Scale replica of Tony Koester’s Allegheny Midland caboose.

Non-revenue 2nd Place:
Dave Friedlander built this Southern Rwy. Radio Control car.

Above center — Diorama 1st Place (and People's Choice):
Civil War train scene by Ramesh Bishop.

Above left — Diorama 2nd Place:
John P. Dunn, Sr. scratch-built this scene he calls Godbold Creek.

Above right — Structures 1st Place:
This gas station by Bruce Blackwood started as a kit and Bruce added lots of extra details.

Left — Structures 2nd Place:
Martin Brechbiel (no stranger to these pages) scratchbuilt Johnson’s Small Engine Repair.
Coming Attractions!

For Sale: One-of-a-Kind, N&W Y6a

This center-cab Diesel was scratchbuilt in P48 by Capt. Tom Mix. Tom has promised to share how he built it starting in the January 2010 issue of O Scale Trains Magazine. Stay tuned!

This model was built by master craftsman Harry Hieke, Jr. with the aid of “Mr. N&W”, Tom Dressler. The basis is a Max Gray Y6b. The engine was stripped and completely rebuilt which included a new extended smokebox, exposed sander valves, Worthington BL feedwater heater and associated piping. Every old casting was replaced with new PSC lost wax. Over 1000 castings in all were added in the process. The model is powered by a Pitman can motor. The chassis was tuned by Baldwin Forge and Machine. The cab has a removable interior fully detailed and lined with real wood. Nearly every hatch opens and reveals more detail. The coal bunker has a stoker screw in the bottom. The engine includes an auxiliary A tank built from a custom etching. The model is fully painted, weathered, lettered and lighted. Here is an opportunity to own a unique and magnificent model.

Price: $4695 — Contact Allegheny Scale Models, 908-684-2070 or OScale@Alleghenyscale.com
WANTED: Small N&W custom-built or scratchbuilt steam, 4-8-0, 2-8-0, 4-6-0. Also looking for N&W brass parts, e.g., pilot, cylinders, domes, tenders, etc. Contact Joe Giannovario, jg@oscalesmag.com or call 610-363-7117.

WANTED: Indianapoasl special run 50’ MOW, boxcars, Hallmark comp gons, Sunset WWII emergency boxcars, PRB WWII comp gons, Loughba 50’ reefers, WWII era boxcars what have you? Mail only. Jim Seacrest, PO Box 6397, Lincoln, NE 68506-0397

FOR SALE: AFFORDABLE ORIGINAL railroad oil paintings and prints by artist Christopher Jenkins. Steam, Diesel and electric. Join mailing list for new painting announcements by emailing Allons43@comcast.net. www.trainsshipsplanes.com

WANTED: Plans and complete instructions for all Diesel and electric. Join mailing list for new painting standards guide from: oscale2rail@live.com

FOR SALE: New Sunset 2-Rail UP Big Boy, $1800; UP 4-12-2, $1800; B&O EM1, 2-8-4-8, $1800; 2 Santa Fe 2-10-4, $1000. Each. Email: woodsbymartus@msn.com, or call 505-898-6956. Manus Vallecorra, 4704 Sandpoint Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87114-4533

FOR SALE: O SCALE ENGINES and freight cars from the 1970s in good to excellent condition. AHM 0-8-0 yard switcher and freight cars; Two Atlas F9s, industrial switcher and freight cars. Contact Chet Thomas at 904-220-0593 or at etrastrains@aol.com.

WANTED: Steam/Diesel era, DM&IR, Soo Line, switcher and freight cars. Contact Chet Thomas at 904-220-0593 or at etrastrains@aol.com.

FOR SALE: O Scale layouts, white elephant table, O Scale trains, Southern New England 3: Gardner, MA

TABLES: $20 each. Contact John Dunn by email at jdunn888@hotmail.com.

FOR SALE: Brass and die-cast parts for All Nation/ Babbitt steam locomotives, frames, drivers, rods, valve gear, boilers, cabs, tenders, and details. Also restoration and repairs available. Some complete kits available on a limited basis. Some older kits and built up kits also available on a limited basis. Write and include $1 for a catalog. Babbitt Railway Supply Co., 715 Barger St, Mayfield KY 42066. Call 270-247-0310 between 8 am and 8 pm CST, or email bocyeates@bellsouth.net.

WANTED: The O-Scale 2 Rail Club is a modular train club looking for members or those to follow this standard and start a club. We are using a portable 2’ x 4’ foot table format. Follow the modular standard for placement of the two track mainline, wiring, and table height. Visit the web site at: www.oscale2rail-club.com. Request a free PDF of the O-scale 2 rail club standards guide from: oscale2rail@live.com

FOR SALE: New Sunset 2-Rail UP Big Boy, $1800; UP 4-12-2, $1800; B&O EM1, 2-8-4-8, $1800; 2 Santa Fe 2-10-4, $1000. Each. Email: woodsbymartus@msn.com, or call 505-898-6956. Manus Vallecorra, 4704 Sandpoint Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87114-4533

FOR SALE: O SCALE ENGINES and freight cars from the 1970s in good to excellent condition. AHM 0-8-0 yard switcher and freight cars; Two Atlas F9s, industrial switcher and freight cars. Contact Chet Thomas at 904-220-0593 or at etrastrains@aol.com.

FOR SALE: O Scale cardstock buildings, quality metal and plastic detail parts, backdrops. Free catalog. Pioneer Valley Models, 35 Yale St, South Hadley, MA 01075-2636

WANTED: LTD AMT Steam/Diesel era GN, NP, CNW, GM&O engines, passenger cars, freight cars, MoW, cabooes, What have you? Mail only please. Jim Seacrest, PO Box 6397, Lincoln, NE 68506.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAA Turntables</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>Irish Tracklayer</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>Rails Unlimited</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny Scale Models</td>
<td>37, 56</td>
<td>Just Trains</td>
<td>57,58,59</td>
<td>RGSRR Hobbies</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas O</td>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>Keil-Line</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Scale University</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachmann</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Key Model Imports</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Scenic Express</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin Forge &amp; Machine</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>LaBelle Woodworking Co.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>SMARTT</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brummy's Ballast</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Micro-Mark</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>SMR Trains</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Model Rectifier Corp.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Southern Car &amp; Foundry</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullfrog Snot</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Model Building Services</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>SpecCast</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Signals</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mt. Albert Scale Models</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Stevenson Preservation Lines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deichman's Depot</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>MTH Electric Trains</td>
<td>IBC</td>
<td>Sumpter Valley Depot</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Gary Car Co.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mulett River</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Suncoast Models</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Real Productions</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>NCE Corp</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Sunset/3rd Rail</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Gate Depot BC</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>O Scale Realty</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Underground Railway Press</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla Glue</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>O Scale Trains</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>UpBids.net</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide to Modern O Scale</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>P&amp;D Hobby Shop</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Valley Model Trains</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackworth Model Trains</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Pieces of the Puzzle</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Wasatch Model Co.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Zane</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Protocraft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Western Reserve Meet</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis O Scale Meet</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Public Delivery Track</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Weaver</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Get Real Productions

O Scale model building services by Jeb Kriigel
Custom high quality railroad buildings

Kithashing
Scratchbuilding
Craftsman kit building
Custom painting
Realistic weathering
Super detailing
Quick turnaround with progress updates
Commissioned & freelance work
Creative, Imaginative, and Realistic
Specializing in unique & one-of-a-kind creations
All work guaranteed by a Model Railroad Craftsman

"We photograph what we build!"

Visit us at: www.getrealproducts.com

Call or write for a free quote:
Get Real Productions
11 Out of Bounds Road
Palmyra, VA 22963
Voice: 434-589-2660
Fax: 434-589-4898
kjkrigiel@aol.com
Wheel and Track Standards

As you can read in this issue, a new O Scale wheel standard has been proposed by Gary Schrader. In actuality, what is new is the proposal to codify the wheel parameters, not the wheel design itself. Northwest Shortline and several importers have been using a 0.145” wheel design for quite some time.

Last issue I talked about NMRA Standards. The NMRA “standard” wheel profile for O Scale calls for a 0.179” thick wheel which is way over-size. The P48 standard calls for a 0.115” (up to 0.120”) wheel which is prototypically close to actual size. What Mr. Schrader has called for is a compromise wheel design that looks much better than the NMRA standard but doesn’t require the precision trackwork of a P48 wheel profile. But is that an accurate assessment?

Actually, no, because it is not feasible to change the wheel standard without affecting the corresponding track standard. Mr. Schrader’s “145 wheel” requires a change in the O Scale flange-way standard or else the wheel can drop into the gap of the frog created by the wing rails. Of course, many modelers already deal with this issue by filling up this gap so that the wheel tread rides slightly above the frog. But, to be technically consistent, the track standard should be adjusted accordingly and it has.

The NMRA board of directors voted on July 3rd on a broad set of updates to the standards. Among those updates were Mr. Schrader’s suggested wheel parameters in RP-25, Wheel Contour, and a corresponding change in S-3.2, Trackwork Standard Scales. This came about because of a lengthy wheel discussion online that developed as a side thread to the wheel controversy I mentioned in the last issue. The new discussion was pointed out to Didrik Voss who is part of the NMRA Standards Committee. Mr. Voss brought it to the attention of Ed McCamey who is also on the Standards Committee. They invited several O Scale manufacturers to participate in private technical discussions of the standards before finalizing the proposal to be taken to the NMRA board.

I emailed a copy of Mr. Schrader’s wheel specification to every major locomotive importer and three track manufacturers. I included Mr. McCamey’s and Mr. Voss’s email addresses and urged them all to participate in the discussions. I hope they took the opportunity to do so.

One thing I found most interesting while discussing the thinner wheel design with Mr. Voss is this: regardless of how thick or thin the wheel is the Check gauge measurement stays the same. Check gauge is the distance from the front edge of one flange to the back edge of the opposing wheel. For 1.25” gauged track, the proper Check gauge is allowed to be between 0.166” to 0.179”. Any wheelset falling outside these measurements is considered “out of gauge”. There has been a spate of locomotives delivered recently with wheels out of gauge so, when you are out buying a new (or used) locomotive, keep that little square NMRA O Scale Standards Gage handy and make sure what you’re buying is “in gauge” before you shell out any money.

And Another Thing...

Also in this issue is Mike Cougill’s article “A Closer Look at P48”. Mike’s article made me think about why we don’t have a single track standard in O Scale. O Scale is the only modeling scale that has 2 different track standards for so-called standard gauge track: 1.252” for standard O Scale (5’ gauge), and 1.177” for P48. Why are we stuck using legacy 5’ gauge track? Why hasn’t any manufacturer made O Scale track to the correct gauge?

I sent out emails to three track manufacturers, Atlas, Trout Creek Engineering and Old Pullman. I asked all three what it would take for them to manufacture flextrack and a pair of #6 turnouts to the correct gauge for O Scale. None responded to my query. So, I next asked John Parker of San Juan Car Company about the feasibility of making flextrack and turnouts to the correct gauge. San Juan recently produced On3 ready-to-lay turnouts so I figured John would have some insight. His response was informative in that he mistook my query to mean would he consider making P48 track and turnouts. His reply was that he felt P48 modelers enjoy building their own track so there was little market desire for ready-made items.

And therein lies the problem; I was not interested in making P48 track. Like Mr. Schrader’s compromise wheel specification, I’m interested in a compromise track specification. What I would like to see is flextrack and ready-to-lay turnouts that are made to the correct gauge for O Scale (i.e., 1.177”) but with the standards for the flangeways that we currently use with 5’ gauge track.

What would that accomplish? First, manufacturers (and modelers) would have only one standard to contend with. O Scale track would be properly gauged for 4’8-1/2” (1.177”) and the differences between standard O and P48 would be the same differences as there are between HO Scale and P87, a matter of degree. Modelers could start out with the ready-to-lay track and turnouts and later move to P48 without the huge hassle they have now.

I already hear the wailing and gnashing of teeth from those who just can’t deal with the idea of change. No one is forcing anyone to change. Keep doing what you’re doing if you enjoy it. But, I believe that a good portion of O Scale modelers would change to realistically scaled track if it were available. I believe this so deeply that I am willing to make this offer. I will give a free one-half page color ad for a year to the manufacturer who makes for sale at least code 125 flextrack and a pair of ready-to-lay #6 turnouts to the correct track gauge of 1.177” (+0.012”, -0.002”). Code 148 will do in a pinch but 125 would be better.

If a major manufacturer like MTH or Atlas O were to do this along with providing motive power designed to operate on the new track they’d revolutionize the O Scale segment of the hobby. If a brass importer were to make the leap to track products along with motive power, they’d have a lock on a niche market that would expand rapidly.

I know I’m dreaming based on the state of the economy but I once dreamed about an O Scale magazine that came out on time and look where we are now. It’s time O Scale grows up and decides what it wants to be as an adult.

Keep Highballin’
M.T.H. Premier Line engines are full O scale models, 1/48 the size of their prototypes. Premier Line engines, like the ES44DC shown in this ad, are as detailed as we can reasonably make them, and feature a large number of added-on details. Premier engines also come equipped with elaborate lighting features including flashing ditch lights, lighted number boards and cab interior illumination.

Look closely at any Premier Line model and you'll find a combination of superb detailing, prototype accuracy, rugged construction, and smooth, dependable operation that is unmatched by others.

**FEATURES INCLUDE:**

- **1:48 Scale** Modern Diesels
- Equipped With **Proto-Sound 2.0** Digital Sound
- Variable Intensity **Operating Smoke**
- Locomotive **Speed Control** In Scale MPH Increments
- Flashing **Ditch Lights** & Operating Horn & Bell
- Operates On **AC or DC** Power
- Available With **Hi-Rail** or **Scale** Wheels
- **Operate** On 3-Rail or 2-Rail Track

**SAFETY TREAD ON END STEPS**

**WINDSHIELD WIPTERS**

**CREW FIGURES**

**DIRECTIONALLY CONTROLLED HEADLIGHT**

**FLASHING DITCH LIGHTS**

**ALL WHEELS POWERED**

**ETCHED METAL SAFETY TREAD ON WALKWAYS**

**DIE-CAST FUEL TANK SIGHT GAUGES**

**SHOCK ABSORBERS**

**MU CABLES**

**REMTALLY ACTIVATED PROTO-COUPLET**

**OPERATES ON 2- OR 3-RAIL TRACK, AC OR DC POWER**

**COUPLER LIFT BAR**
The Best Scale Aluminum Cars Ever!

Aluminum passenger car sets with lighted & accurate interiors, molded windows, operating doors, highly detailed die cast trucks and underbody detail. Close coupling, 054 3 Rail, 48” 2 Rail Track.

- NYC 20th Century Limited - Aug 2009 (SOLD OUT)
- SP Daylight #98 - Late 2009 (RESERVATIONS ALMOST FULL)
- SF Super Chief - Late 2009 (RESERVATIONS ALMOST FULL)
- PRR Congressional - Early 2010 (NEW ANNOUNCEMENT)
- Pullman Smooth Side SET A 4 Car Set - Early 2010 (NEW!
  - PRR 1948 “BROADWAY LIMITED”
  - SOUTHERN PACIFIC “LARK”
  - B&O “COLUMBIAN”
  - UP “CITY OF LOS ANGELES”

Call your dealer or go to www.goldengatedepot.com to reserve your set. Only made to the reservations. No deposit required.